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Chapter 1
Introduction
Release 6.5 is the second major update of 2011 of the Datafile software following the Payroll
update earlier this year. Enhancements and improvements have concentrated on further
development to the Stock and Bill of Materials applications to add additional features to assembly
handling. In addition we have continued to develop additional options to the system based on
feedback from users. As always any feedback is added to our development review list for
consideration and potential inclusion in subsequent updates of the software as this release
continues to demonstrate.
Features introduced in Release 6.5 include:
Reason for Dispute Flags for Sales / Purchase Transactions
Additional Account Items on the Aged Analysis Reports
Improvements to the Cashbook Bank Reconciliation interface.
Daily VAT Totals on update to Nominal
Stock History Report (similar to the Turnover Report available in Sales/Purchase Ledgers)
Additional Features for Stock Take including additional transactions for audit trail and
reporting functions
Bulk Stock, Phantom Assembly and Decimal Precision options within Stock Assemblies
Employee Calendar Reporting Options
Additional Quick Form Order Entry Options for SOP and POP
Link Contacts to Sales and Purchase Orders
Change Accounts Utility on Sales and Purchase Orders
Separate Facilities to Issue Components and Build Finished Items in BOM
Operation Stage Recording for Works Orders
Calculate Work Commencement Dates for Works Orders
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Installing Release 6.5
Updating Your Registration Number
To update your serial number to the new release (6.5) you need to enter the upgrade code that
was supplied via your reseller.
Sign on with the SLAVE user-id and password and select the option ‘Upgrade to Latest Release’.
The upgrade code is 24 characters split into six groups of four, you need to press the <Enter> or
<Tab> key after each part. Once the code has been entered press UPGRADE to update to the
current release.

If the code is not accepted re-check that you have entered the code as supplied by your reseller. If
the code is still not accepted ask your Datafile reseller to arrange an update of the security file.
Do not proceed with the program update until the upgrade key has been entered, or an updated
security file has been supplied, as you will not be able to use the software.

Upgrade Procedures
Follow these instructions to update your system to Release 6.5.
Note that you cannot use the updated programs unless you have a registration / serial number
beginning with ‘65’.
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Before you start, certain details are required:
Is Datafile installed on a network, if so are the programs run from the network or the local
terminal?
Where are the Datafile programs held?
Have you downloaded the “Release 6.5 Update.exe”? If not, download from the website
now.
Once these details are known you can begin the upgrade.
1.

All users must exit Datafile Software completely. Users should select ‘Quit’ on the main
menu and then ‘Quit/Exit Datafile’ from the sign-on screen. Users should also exit Microsoft
Word & Outlook programs.

2.

Double-click the downloaded “Release 6.5 Update.EXE”. This is a compressed archive file
which, when run, will unzip the updated programs and installation procedure. The default
folder the system will wish to unzip to is C:\REL65UPD – if this is acceptable click FINISH or
use Browse to change to a folder of your own choosing. (If a new folder warning is displayed
select YES to create this folder). The system will then expand the compressed files and then
automatically launch the setup process.

3.

Choose ‘Update Program Files’

4.

Choose whether you wish to update your menus. Updated menus supplied in this update
include a replacement STREP.D03 for the new Stock History Analysis option within Stock
Control.

5.

Choose ‘Network Installation’ or ‘Local Installation’ as appropriate.

6.

Next the system asks for the paths of the Datafile Software system.
WINDOWS – location of Windows Programs (DFWIN.EXE)
PARAMETERS – location of main Datafile folder (DIAMOND.D00)
DATA – location of main company files (DIAMOND.D05)
The system will validate that the pathnames entered here contain files appropriate for each
location (these are the filenames in brackets above). To check the paths to be entered you
can use the FIND/SEARCH option on the Windows Start Menu.

7.

Once the pathnames are accepted, press <NEXT> until the Licence Agreement is displayed
and ‘YES’ to accept this. The supplied programs will then be updated.

8.

If installing to a Local Workstation then the update is now complete. If installing to a
Network then the update continues by asking ‘Do You Want to Install Local Programs’.
Respond ‘Y’ to this prompt regardless as to whether programs are run locally or over the
network – you still need to update the local workstation for Microsoft Word links. After a
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short pause the system will ask you to confirm whether programs are run from the Network
or Locally. Confirm as appropriate.
9.

If running programs locally you are then asked to confirm the local program path – usually
C:\DFWIN\PROGRAMS. If running programs from the network then this prompt is skipped.

10.

You are then asked to confirm the folder on the Start Menu to access Datafile (usually
DATAFILE SOFTWARE) before the system updates the appropriate local files.

11.

Update of the workstation is now complete. To update other workstations you need to run
SETUP.EXE from the main Datafile folder on the network (use the Windows option RUN on
the Start Menu) from each workstation – this repeats options 9-11 above. You can now
delete the contents of the REL65UPD folder and the “Release 6.5 Update.EXE” file.

Important Notes
Increased Record Size / Data Items per Database
The Release 5.9 update increased the maximum number of items per database to 320 and doubles
the maximum record size from 2K to 4K. Once these features have been taken advantage of you
will no longer be able to use the DOS product or earlier versions of the Windows product in
conjunction with these databases.

Microsoft Office Links
The Release 6.0 update introduced improved links to Microsoft Word and Outlook that are only
applicable for users using the XP, Vista or Server 2003/2008 operating systems together with the
Microsoft Office 2003 / 2007 packages.
Users on earlier Microsoft Office versions or on earlier operating systems should note that these
features should not be enabled. Similarly users using alternative email clients should not
implement the Outlook email links.

Increased File Sizes
The Release 6.4 update increases the maximum files sizes allowed for DFD and saved document
files over 2GB. Once these features have been taken advantage of you will no longer be able to
use earlier versions of the program in conjunction with these files.
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Chapter 2
Application Features
Sales and Purchase Ledger
Extra Account Items on Aged Analysis
Reports

Diamond and Premier

The Aged Analysis reports allow for the inclusion of one item from the accounts file to be printed
on the report—this was usually set to be the telephone number. Release 6.5 increases the
number of account items that can be included to five allowing for the inclusion of such items as
credit limit, account contact, etc.

When printed the extra account items are included below the account code for each account
entry, when output to spreadsheet they are included as extra columns before the aged analysis
breakdown.
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Note
As part of the run-time parameters for the Aged Analysis report the prompt ‘Include
TELEPHONE’ (or the item name of the single extra item that was referenced previously)
is replaced with ‘Include Extra Account Items’ when more than one item is selected.

Installation
Application User Facilities
To include additional account items on the report users can sign on as the SYSTEM user-id (or if
Premier any user with ‘Installer’ privileges) and right-click against the menu option for the Aged
Analysis report and select to Configure Option. Alternatively users can select Installation from the
main menu followed by Application Manager and then Application User Facilities. Select the
Sales Ledger or Purchase Ledger application as required before selecting Account Reports and
Aged Analysis. The second page of parameters includes the options for extra account items.
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Extra Acc Items – up to five items from the accounts file can be selected for display. Enter the
data item number required or press <F4-Select> to choose the data item as required.

Disputed Transactions – Record Reason for
Dispute

Diamond and Premier

When flagging transactions as disputed the option is available to press the <F7-Option> key and
enter a series of notes as to the reason this transaction is being disputed, these notes are then
available to view in the Ledger Enquiry, Allocations and on the Aged Debtors/Creditors report (if
sent to spreadsheet).

Within Allocation Actions and the ‘Set Flags’ procedure when a transaction is flagged as disputed a
pop-up screen will be displayed allowing you to select from a pre-set list of reasons and enter any
further notes as required.
The ‘Reason for Dispute’ is displayed in the Notes pop-up within the Account Enquiry and
Allocation procedures (via the <F7-Option> key) and Ledger Enquiry (via the Notes button) when
the transaction is highlighted. The ‘Reason for Dispute’ is also included on the Aged Analysis
report when printed to Excel/Spreadsheet including transactions/notes and can also be included
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on the Unallocated Transaction reporting option for disputed transactions when sent to a
spreadsheet.

Installation
Database Changes
A new data item is required on the Sales/Purchase Transaction file to allow recording of the
reason for dispute. To add this new item select Installation from the main menu followed by
Application Manager and then Restructure A Database. Select the Sales or Purchase Ledger
application. Elect to update the Live Files and then select the Transactions File. The existing data
items are then displayed on screen, scroll-down to the next available blank entries and create the
following items:
File

Item Name

Type

Description

SLT/PLT

DISP-REASON

T

Table Item for Reason for Dispute Entries. Table
entries for a database can go from 1 to 9999 but
there is only one table per database so you need to
set the range so that it doesn’t clash with any other
tables you may have within the database.

To insert a new item press <Enter> against a blank entry, enter the title as required and press
<Enter>, select the item type (using the drop-down list if required), and depending on item type
select the size required.
Once the additional item has been recorded press the <ESC> key and select the UPDATE button to
save the database changes. When prompted respond ‘Y’ to the prompts to ‘Extract Existing Data
to New Database Structure’ and, if appropriate, ‘Copy Table Entries from Old Database to New
Database’. Final prompts ask to ‘Remove (.OLD) Database’ and to ‘Carry Out the Same
Restructure on the BASE File as Well’ – respond as required. If you select to update the base file
you need to manually insert the new items at the same data item positions as on the live file.
Database Profiles
The new data item needs to be referenced within the Database Profiles. To update these settings
select Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager and Set Database
Profiles. Choose the Sales or Purchase Ledger application as required before selecting the Trans
Optional 4 parameter screen.
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On the left of the screen is the prompt Reason for Dispute – against this item reference the data
item number of the equivalent item created above, <F4-Select> is available if required.
Table Maintenance
Once the table item has been created you need to update the analysis descriptions for each table
value with the allowed reasons for dispute.
To update the table values select Installation from the main menu followed by Application
Manager and then Table Maintenance. Select the Sales Ledger or Purchase Ledger application as
required, elect to update the live files, select the Sales Transaction or Purchase Transaction file to
update, before selecting to Update Table Descriptions.
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The initial entries within the table description list are displayed and you can use enter and the
up/down arrow keys to move between them. If the ‘Reason for Dispute’ analysis range is ‘high up’
the range you can use the select button to move to that range. Against each table analysis you
can enter the description required as one of the reasons for dispute.
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Note
To allow easier maintenance of this list of reasons for all/selected users you can include
this table as one of the items on the ‘Tables’ entries available on the Tools pull-down
menu on the main Datafile toolbar. See the System User and Configuration Guides for
more details on this option.

Include Notes on Unallocated Transaction
Reports

Diamond and Premier

Release 6.2 introduced the facility to record notes against transactions; Release 6.5 adds the
facility to include these notes when outputting the Unallocated Transaction reports to Excel. In
addition the Disputed Transaction listing can also include the Reason for Dispute flag introduced in
this release.
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Each Unallocated Transaction report listing adds the option, if configured to record transaction
notes, the option to Include Tx Notes (Excel Only). The Disputed Transaction listing also includes
the prompt Include Dispute Notes (Excel Only) when the reason for dispute flag is configured.
Note that whilst the prompt includes the text ‘Excel Only’ this is used as shorthand and if using
OpenOffice and output to the Calc spreadsheet program these notes will be included.
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Installation
Once the options to record notes (see 6.2 supplement for more details) or to record the reason for
dispute (see earlier in this supplement) are configured then the options to include these notes
when printing the unallocated transaction reports are automatically available and no further
configuration is required.

Add Debtor / Creditor Control Memo from Ledger Enquiry
The Creditor Control Manager within the Sales Ledger allows for the recording of a ‘Debtor’ memo
against an account record and, once created, this memo can be viewed and edited via the Notes
function on the Ledger Enquiry but you couldn’t create a new memo from the Ledger Enquiry.
New in Release 6.5 an additional option has been added to the Notes panel for the Sales /
Purchase enquiry to add/update the debtor memo.

Installation
No configuration changes are required for this facility; the debtor and creditor memo buttons are
available immediately on update to 6.5. Note that whilst the Credit Control Manager is a Diamond
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and Premier only feature, the Debtor / Creditor Memo can be recorded on the Professional system
and accessed and viewed through the Ledger Enquiry.

Foreign Currency Statement Print
In a system configured to use foreign currency the statement print is printed by default in the base
currency of the system with a run-time option to print the statement in the currency of the
sales/purchase account. When printing the statement options are available to print the currency
of the account (printing the currency code from the account record) and to print the currency title
of the currency of the account but no option was available to report the currency of print. Release
6.5 now includes additional parameters for print settings to report the currency of print.

Installation
Document Design Manager
To update the Document Design to include the additional currency of print items Diamond and
Premier users can sign on as the SYSTEM user-id (or if Premier any user with ‘Installer’ privileges)
and right-click against the menu option for the Statements and select to Configure Option.
Alternatively users can select Installation from the main menu followed by the Application
Manager option and then Document Design Manager. Select the Sales Ledger or Purchase
Ledger application as required before entering the parameter number of the document required.
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To add the new print items right click with the mouse at the point the new print items are
required and select the option Data Item to insert the new items, select the Foreign Currency
category from the drop down list and then select the appropriate print item from the second list.

Two print items have been added for each of the following items:
Currency Print Code – prints the currency code of print (i.e. STG/GBP if printed in base currency,
STG/USD/EUR/etc. if printed in currency of account).
Currency Print Name – prints the currency name as recorded for the currency of print within the
currency database – i.e. Sterling, US Dollars, etc.
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Currency Print Short Name – prints the currency short name title as recorded for the currency of
print.

Nominal Ledger and Cashbook
Account Maintenance Improvements
This release brings the improvements to Nominal / Cashbook Account maintenance options that
were introduced in earlier releases for the Sales/Purchase Account maintenance screens amongst
others.

The first change is to the menu options available – an ACTION button has been added which, when
selected, lists the options available in more detail than can be shown on the individual buttons
(you can select the action from here also). In addition a CLOSE button has been added, wherever
you are in the option selecting this will abandon the current process and return you directly to the
menu.
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The second change gives you a utilities and enquiries panel on the right of the screen allowing
access to various system tools and enquiry options.
The Utility panel, generic for all applications, allows you to see:
Graph – displays chart showing budget and actual account values for the current and
previous years.
Web – link to the website (if recorded against the account record). The Web link is only
active if a data item named WEB (or WEBSITE / WWW) exists on the accounts file and
contains a website address.
Mail – launches your email client pre-set with the email address (if recorded against the
account record). If more than one address recorded then a pop-up will allow pre-selection
of the address to use. The mail option is active when a data item named EMAILx (where X is
space or number) exists on the account record.
Word – shows any existing Microsoft Word documents created against the account and
allow amendment / print of these documents and the creation of new ones.
Image – shows any image linked to the account record. The image option is active when a
data item named IMAGEx (where X is a space or number) exists on the account record and
contains a JPG or BMP filename.
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Links – opens a ‘Windows Explorer’ folder for this account. Within this folder you may have
files such as excel spreadsheets, PDF files, etc. If right-click and choose NEW then various
options will be available depending on the software installed on the pc.
Map – links to a map website showing the location derived from any post code recorded on
the account record. The map link is active when a data item named POST-CODE exists on
the account record and contains post code data.
Zoom – transfers to the ledger enquiry option for the Nominal Ledger (subject to authority
levels settings within the ledger enquiry manager)
Memo – adds / updates the memo recorded against the account record.
Scans – shows any existing scanned documents recorded against the account and allows the
addition of new scan files.
The Enquiries panel allows you to see:
Trans – view the transaction history for the nominal ledger (subject to authority level
settings within the ledger enquiry manager)

Installation
DATAFILE.INI
These options are available via amendments to the DATAFILE.INI. The INI file is usually located in
the main DFWIN (or DF) folder for your system and can be edited with any text editor.
If you add the line:
R65LOOK=TRUE
to the DATAFILE.INI then this will enable this option together with similar features in the other
application maintenance screens. If you have any existing RXXLOOK entries then this new
command can replace these.
If you have not enabled any RXXLOOK options previously then in addition to enabling this option
the font size will be reduced, throughout the system, in order to display this extra detail. The font
size assigned is 9 point on an 800x600 resolution, 10 point on a 1024x768 resolution and 12 point
on higher resolutions. You can amend the font size via an entry in the DATAFILE.INI if desired,
though we do not recommend this as, depending on fonts some screen display problems may
occur. The option to amend the font size that can be added to the DATAFILE.INI, though it must be
added after the R65LOOK entry above, is:
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FONTSIZE=X,Y,Z
where X is the point size at 800x600, Y is at 1024x768 and Z is any higher resolution. Note: Datafile
recommend a minimum screen resolution of 1024x768.

Increased Nominal Account Name Size
The Nominal Account Name item size is by default 25 characters and whilst this could be increased
screen limitations in the NAMES functions of the account maintenance restricted the maximum
size to 45 characters (or 39 characters if Cashbook / Foreign Currency in use). From Release 6.5
the maximum size is increased to 64 characters (but see note below).

Installation
Other than increasing the item size via the Restructure A Database tools there are no other
changes required to allow the 64 characters, however increasing the data item size will have
impacts on nominal screens and reports which may be need to be reviewed. The options to
review include:
Full screen maintenance options within the Nominal Ledger and Cashbook
View Account settings in Nominal / Cashbook (this screen allows you to set 16 items to
display on the left and 16 on the right generally set the account name to display on the left
and omit any item on the equivalent row on the right).
Account Enquiry settings in Nominal / Cashbook (again uses left/right settings so display
name on the left and omit any item on the equivalent row on the right).
Drill-Down Enquiry Account Display in the Nominal Ledger
Ledger Enquiry Screens for Nominal / Cashbook – either the full-screen designs for Premier
or the left/right screen displays for other product levels
Nominal / Cashbook Account Reports – particularly if using the older DOS-style print
controls.

Notes
Generally you need to be using a screen size of 1024x768 as a minimum if you increase
the nominal account name to the new maximum size although font size settings can
also affect this. When you increase the size use the NAMES function to check the
number of characters that can be recorded as per the screen size – the system will limit
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the number of characters that can be input based on available space due to other items
and then, if necessary, reduce the field size name to match this or increase the screen
resolution / reduce the font size so that the name displays in full.

Daily VAT Totals on Nominal Update from Sales / Purchase
Some Datafile users have accounting periods which do not exactly match their VAT
months/quarters. For example, the working month may start on the 3rd of a month and end on
the 2nd of the following month, or they may have 13 periods of four weeks each. This can cause
issues on the VAT return, where the HMRC require the VAT totals to be specific to calendar
months.
When updating to the Nominal Ledger in Datafile, regardless of whether updates are summarised
or detailed, the VAT is totalled and dated with the run date of the update (usually the end of the
current period). As such the user must take care at the end of the VAT period to restrict entry of
transactions in the next VAT period and run a nominal update with a date equal to the end of the
VAT period with the scope for error this allows.
New for Release 6.5 the system will now allow you to configure the sales or purchase ledger
nominal update to specify ‘Update VAT to Nominal with Daily Totals’. This will result in a daily
total of the VAT amount for all transactions being updated to the nominal—a separate entry
within the journal for each date. This allows the VAT control accounts to be updated to the
accounting period as usual but also allows the Vat Form 100 report to pick up only the sales /
purchase transactions related to the current VAT period.

Installation
Application User Facilities
To enable the facility for Daily VAT Totals on update to the Nominal Ledger a new parameter has
been added to the update definition options for the ledgers. To update select Installation from
the main menu followed by Application Manager and then Application User Facilities. Select the
Nominal Ledger application and then the Update from Other Systems option. If using the system
update configuration the update parameters are now displayed, if using the multiple updating
definition confirm the opening of the definition and then select the update definition required
before selecting the Sales / Purchase Ledgers parameter screen.
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Update VAT to Nominal with Daily Totals – if set then VAT postings are summarised on a daily
basis per tax code used rather than an update run summary per tax code used.

Compact / Professional Systems
To amend the Nominal Update Definition for Compact and Professional you select
Installation from the main menu, lock out the system, and then select System Profiles
before selecting the Nominal Ledger. On save of the system profiles you will be
prompted to ‘Change the “Update to Nominal” Definition’ – the parameter screen
options are then as per the installation notes above.

Cashbook Bank Reconciliation Improvements

Diamond and Premier

The Bank Reconciliation screen displayed a list of 10/16 transactions per screen and you scrolled
up/down the list as you reconciled the transactions against your bank statement but when there
are large numbers of transactions to reconcile this can be unwieldy. This release allows a pick list
interface for the reconciliation listing all the transactions on one screen.
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You can scroll up/down the transaction list using the up/down arrow keys or the page-up/down
keys. You can use the END key to take you to the bottom of the list and the HOME key to take you
back to the top of the list; you can also use the mouse to scroll the slider on the right up/down.
To reconcile a transaction you can double-click an entry with the mouse or press the <Enter>,
<Space> or <Y> key against the highlighted transaction entry. To clear a reconciliation you can
double-click an entry with the mouse or press the <Enter>, <Space> or <N> keys against a
reconciled transaction.
Options at the bottom of the screen allow:
Reconcile – select to reconcile the current highlighted transaction, selecting against an
already reconciled transaction clears the reconciled flag.
Info – displays additional information relating to the highlighted transaction.
Search – allows you to search for a withdrawal or deposit on the basis of a matching
reference or amount.
Comment – allows entry or view of a reconciliation comment against the transaction.
Trans – allows entry of a new receipt, payment or bank transfer transaction for inclusion in
this reconciliation.
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Update – completes the current reconciliation. Depending on additional configuration
settings this allows you to either update the reconciliation or save the reconciliation in
progress to continue later.
Close – exits the reconciliation procedure (allowing you to update – if matching balance, exit
or save the reconciliation in progress).
In addition to these options the standard pick list tools to sort, filter or find entries in the list are
available by right-clicking the appropriate column heading with the mouse.

Installation
Application User Facilities
To enable the pick list interface users can sign on as the SYSTEM user-id (or if Premier any user
with ‘Installer’ privileges) and right-click against the menu option for the Bank Reconciliation and
select to Configure Option. Alternatively users can select Installation from the main menu
followed by Application Manager and then Application User Facilities. Select the Cashbook
application as required before selecting Bank Reconciliation and Bank Reconcile.
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Use Pick List – set to use the pick list interface for the bank reconciliation. Once set an option to
set the highlight colour to use when a transaction is marked as reconciled is displayed, select the
colour required (custom colour options are not available). Note that the option to ‘Use tick not
Y/N’ is not applicable when using the pick list entry options.

Stock Control
Stock Record Maintenance Improvements
This release brings the improvements to Stock record maintenance options that were introduced
in earlier releases for the Sales/Purchase Account maintenance screens amongst others.

The first change is to the menu options available – an ACTION button has been added which, when
selected, lists the options available in more detail than can be shown on the individual buttons
(you can select the action from here also). In addition a CLOSE button has been added, wherever
you are in the option selecting this will abandon the current process and return you directly to the
menu.
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The second change gives you a utilities and enquiries panel on the right of the screen allowing
access to various system tools and enquiry options.
The Utility panel, generic for all applications, allows you to see:
Graph – displays chart showing sales and cost values for the last 12 months together with
demand values.
Web – link to the website (if recorded against the stock record). The Web link is only active
if a data item named WEB (or WEBSITE / WWW) exists on the stock file and contains a
website address.
Mail – launches your email client pre-set with the email address (if recorded against the
stock record). If more than one address recorded then a pop-up will allow pre-selection of
the address to use. The mail option is active when a data item named EMAILx (where X is
space or number) exists on the stock record.
Word – shows any existing Microsoft Word documents created against the stock item and
allow amendment / print of these documents and the creation of new ones.
Image – shows any image linked to the stock record. The image option is active when a data
item named IMAGEx (where X is a space or number) exists on the stock record and contains
a JPG or BMP filename.
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Links – opens a ‘Windows Explorer’ folder for this stock item. Within this folder you may
have files such as excel spreadsheets, PDF files, etc. If right-click and choose NEW then
various options will be available depending on the software installed on the pc.
Map – links to a map website showing the location derived from any post code recorded on
the stock record. The map link is active when a data item named POST-CODE exists on the
stock record and contains post code data.
Zoom – transfers to the ledger enquiry option for the Stock Record (subject to authority
levels settings within the ledger enquiry manager)
Memo – adds / updates the memo recorded against the stock record.
Scans – shows any existing scans created against the stock item and allows addition of new
scanned documents.
The Enquiries panel allows you to see (subject to authority level settings within the ledger control
manager):
Trans – view the transaction history for the stock record
Sales – view the sales order history for the stock record
Purchase – view the purchase order history for the stock record
Works – view the works order history for the stock record (where the item is used as a
component)
Batches – view the batch detail for this stock record (where appropriate)

Installation
DATAFILE.INI
These options are available via amendments to the DATAFILE.INI. The INI file is usually located in
the main DFWIN (or DF) folder for your system and can be edited with any text editor.
If you add the line:
R65LOOK=TRUE
to the DATAFILE.INI then this will enable this option together with similar features in the other
application maintenance screens. If you have any existing RXXLOOK entries then this new
command can replace these.
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If you have not enabled any RXXLOOK options previously then in addition to enabling this option
the font size will be reduced, throughout the system, in order to display this extra detail. The font
size assigned is 9 point on an 800x600 resolution, 10 point on a 1024x768 resolution and 12 point
on higher resolutions. You can amend the font size via an entry in the DATAFILE.INI if desired,
though we do not recommend this as, depending on fonts some screen display problems may
occur. The option to amend the font size that can be added to the DATAFILE.INI, though it must be
added after the R65LOOK entry above, is:
FONTSIZE=X,Y,Z
where X is the point size at 800x600, Y is at 1024x768 and Z is any higher resolution. Note: Datafile
recommend a minimum screen resolution of 1024x768.

Assign Nominal Codes from Stock Location
File

Diamond and Premier

This new feature allows you to default the sales and purchase nominal codes from the stock
location file. This allows the facility which automatically creates stock codes in other locations
when you add a new stock code to apply a nominal code from the stock location rather than the
code from the manually added stock code.
This feature also allows the nominal code from the location file to be applied as a ‘mask’ so that
when using nominal cost centres only the department code from the stock location is updated on
the automatically created stock codes. For example if you have a nominal code format of 999/A
where the letter suffix indicates a department you could record just the department code on the
stock location file and when you create a new stock item the system would take the first four
characters of the nominal code from the manually created stock code and update the fifth
character with the appropriate value from the department record.

Installation
Database Changes
Two new data items are required on the Stock Location file to allow setting of the location nominal
codes. To add this new item select Installation from the main menu followed by Application
Manager and then Restructure A Database. Select the Stock Control application. Elect to update
the Live Files and then select the Locations File. The existing data items are then displayed on
screen, scroll-down to the next available blank entries and create the following items:
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File

Item Name

Type

Description

LOC

SALES-N/L

X

LOC

PURCH-N/L

X

Text item holding the nominal code for the sales
nominal analysis code. Create the data item as per
the size of the nominal code format or, if just
replacing a cost centre, the size of the cost centre
portion of the nominal code.
Text item holding the nominal code for the
purchase nominal code. As above create the item
as per the size of the nominal code format or the
cost-centre portion of the nominal as required. If
using cost-centres and the cost centre would be the
same for both sales and purchase nominal codes
you could omit this item.

To insert a new item press <Enter> against a blank entry, enter the title as required and press
<Enter>, select the item type (using the drop-down list if required), and depending on item type
select the size required.
Once the additional item has been recorded press the <ESC> key and select the UPDATE button to
save the database changes. When prompted respond ‘Y’ to the prompts to ‘Extract Existing Data
to New Database Structure’ and, if appropriate, ‘Copy Table Entries from Old Database to New
Database’. Final prompts ask to ‘Remove (.OLD) Database’ and to ‘Carry Out the Same
Restructure on the BASE File as Well’ – respond as required. If you select to update the base file
you need to manually insert the new items at the same data item positions as on the live file.
System Profiles
To reference the newly added data items and to set the ‘area’ of the nominal codes to update for
location values new parameters have been added to the Stock System Profiles. To update the
profiles select Installation from the main menu and lock out the system before selecting the
System Profiles option and the Stock Control application. The new parameter settings have been
added to screen 2 of the parameters.
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Sales Nom: Location Part-Code – select the data item on the stock location file that holds the
nominal / cost-centre code for the sales nominal code.
Start – set the start position for the nominal code to be updated. If replacing the full nominal
code then set this item as ‘1’ otherwise set for the start position of the department cost centre.
Length – set the length of the nominal code to be updated. If replacing the full nominal code then
set this as per the length of the nominal code format other set as per the length of the cost centre
portion of the nominal code.
Purchase Nom – the above three items are repeated for the purchase nominal analysis code as
required.

Notes
You can still set the default sales and purchase nominal codes on this parameter
screen. These defaults are used as the base nominal codes when adding manual stock
records and then replaced/updated with the nominal code value from the cost centre.
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This facility is only available when adding stock records through the main stock
maintenance option. It is not supported when adding stock records elsewhere (for
example when entering a purchase order).

Application User Facilities
The Stock Location maintenance screen needs to be updated to allow entry of the sales and
purchase nominal codes. To update the screen layout(s) users can sign on as the SYSTEM user-id
(or if Premier any user with Installer rights) and right-click on the Location Maintenance menu
option, select the Configure Option action before selecting the Location Maintenance.
Alternatively users can select the Installation option from the main menu followed by Application
Manager and then Application User Facilities. Select the Stock Control application before
selecting Maintain Stock and then Location Maintenance.

To insert the new items you’ll first need to add text labels of ‘Sales N/L’ and ‘Purchase N/L’ (or
similar), to do this use the mouse to position the cursor where required and then type the
required text. To insert the data items position the cursor where required and press the <F4Select> key and choose the data item required. Set whether items are view-only, mandatory or
require uppercase input as required. Once complete choose File and then Save & Exit.
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Note
If setting the full nominal code from the stock locations file you may want to define the
nominal accounts file as a lookup database within the location maintenance screen
design via the Tools / Lookup facility.

Stock History Analysis

Excluding Compact

The Stock records all contain a rolling history of demand, sales values and cost of sales values for
(usually) 12 periods. This new report allow output of a set of demand, sales or cost values to an
Excel spreadsheet together with average values for the last 3, 6, 9 and 12 periods so that you can
monitor for any increase or decrease in values over time. This gives a similar reporting tool to that
introduced in Sales/Purchase Ledgers in Release 6.3.

Selecting the report presents a list of parameters to control the details output:-
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Date of Report / Report As At Date – usually set to today’s date you may wish to change the ‘As
At’ date to an earlier point in time if transaction entry is not fully up-to-date.
Range of Stock Codes From / To – optionally enter a range of stock codes to be output, <F4Select> is available if required. Leave blank to output all accounts.
OR List of Stock Codes – if not entering a range but wish to output specific codes then selecting
this option allows you to enter a list of codes required (<F4-Select> is available).
Include Non-Stock Items - specify whether any non-stock items are to be included when
outputting stock details.
Specify Any Selection Criteria – optionally set any criteria to restrict output of the history to
selected stock records.
Include Current Period – the history option is based on the saved values for the stock record,
setting this option includes the current period value within the report and drops off the oldest of
the saved periods. For example if 12 periods in the accounting calendar and you are in period 3
then set whether when reporting period 3 you use this year’s figure or last year’s figure.
No of History Periods – on first use this defaults to the number of periods in the current
accounting calendar, although this can be amended if required. This option controls how many of
the individual period values are output.
Include 3/6/9/12 Period Average – these four parameters ask whether you wish the Excel output
to include averages for the last 3, 6, 9 and 12 periods. If including current period the average of
the last 3 periods is this period and the 2 previous periods, average for last 6 periods is this period
and the previous 5 periods, and so on. If using an alternate number of periods in the accounting
calendar then these options may vary – the system will omit average options if they exceed the
number of periods in the year and the 12-period average will be an average based on however
many accounting periods there are.
Include Year Totals – set whether to include a total of the value for the year. Again if including
current period then the year total is a total of the current period and the previous 11 (assuming 12
accounting periods) periods.
Demand, Costs or Sales Values – set to D, C or S accordingly as to whether the history report is to
be based on demand, cost of sales values or sales values.
Once the output parameters are set you can select the PRINT option to output the turnover
history to Excel. Note that as no ‘physical’ print can be created for this report (too much detail to
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be legible on typical A4-page) then this option is not applicable if Excel / Open Office is not
available.

Installation
Menu Design
The Stock History reporting option needs to be added as required to the Stock reports menu. As
part of the 6.5 Update a new STREP.D03 menu is optionally installed. If elected not to update
menus on the 6.5 upgrade then Diamond and Premier users can add the new menu option by
signing-on as the CONFIG user and selecting Application Menu Design. Choose the menu to
update (the main Stock reports menu is STREP.D03) and then select to update either the left or
right-hand menu. Move down to a blank menu entry and enter the title required then press
<Enter> to enter the menu parameters. (Professional users will need to apply the updated
STREP.D03 as part of the upgrade).
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Applic, Program or Notes
Menu Name or Program Path
Parameter

P-Program
ST.EXE
3010

NB: Other options can be set as required.

Stock Valuation by Batch / Serial

Diamond and Premier

The Stock Valuation report currently allows you to value your stock based on the current cost price
or, optionally, on a FIFO basis. This release includes an additional feature, when valuing on a FIFO
basis, to use the batch/serial cost price for the stock valuation instead of the FIFO table.
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Installation
System Profiles
A new parameter has been added to the Stock System Profiles to enable the system to use the
batch/serial cost in preference to the FIFO table. To update the profiles select Installation from
the main menu followed by Application Manager and then System Profiles. Select the Stock
Control application, parameter screen 1 contains the new parameter.
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Use Batch Cost for Stk Valuation Report – if set then instead of using the FIFO table the system
will use the cost price from the batch / serial items instead. Note that the option to use FIFO for
stock costing must also be set.
Application User Facilities
When printing the Stock Valuation Report the system doesn’t, by default, print the FIFO / Batch
breakdown. To enable this option you need to update the report parameters. Right-click against
the menu option for the Stock Valuation report within the Stock reports menu and select to
Configure Option. Alternatively users can select Installation from the main menu followed by
Application Manager and then Application User Facilities. Select the Stock Control application as
required before selecting Stock Reports and Stock Valuation.
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Report FIFO Values – if set then report will show the FIFO breakdown except where stock items
are flagged for batch/serial tracking in which case the batch details will be shown.

Stock Take – Additional Transaction Audit
Reporting

Diamond and Premier

When performing a stock take the system initialises the stock by copying the current physical
quantity as a ‘compare’ quantity. The next stage, entry of the physical count, updates a counted
quantity on the stock record. Only the adjustment process, where the stock physical is updated
for the difference between the counted and compare quantity, generates a transaction record for
later review. The generation of the adjustment also resets the counted and compare quantities
ready for next run.
New in Release 6.5 the system will write additional transactions for the initialisation process so
you can see the value written as the compare quantity on initialisation, and for the counted
quantity entry.
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The Initialisation process writes a type ‘I’ or S/INI transaction, the entry of a counted quantity
writes a type ‘E’ or S/CNT transaction, the stock take adjustments continue to be a type ‘8’ or
S/TAK transaction.
When entering the stock counted quantity a new, optional, facility is available to select a reason
for the discrepancy from a pre-set list. This allows analysis over time of the reasons for stock take
discrepancies.
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After entry of the counted quantity and a discrepancy is calculated the system will prompt for the
‘Reason for Difference’ and allow selection from the pre-set list.
The new stock take audit trail options allow you to record the compare/counted quantities on the
stock transaction (these are the values from the Stock record after the stock take transaction has
been recorded) and also records a stock take ‘counter’ so that you can see the matching sets of
stock take transactions. A new transaction reporting option is available which groups the
generated stock take transactions by stock code / counter so you can review the matching stock
take entries.
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Notes
If counted quantity equals compare quantity then no stock adjustment will be
generated.
The transaction quantity on the S/CNT records is the quantity entered on the count for
the stock item. If there is more than one count for a stock item then separate E-S/Tak
transactions are created, if the second count is a replacement of the first count then an
additional ‘initialisation’ transaction is generated to record the reset.

Installation
Database Changes
Additional items are required on the Stock and Stock Transaction file for this feature. To add this
new item select Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager and then
Restructure A Database. Select the Stock application. Elect to update the Live Files and then
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select first the Stock File. The existing data items are then displayed on screen, scroll-down to the
next available blank entries and create the following items:
File

Item Name

Type

Description

STA

S/TAK-COUNTER

Y (6)

Incremental count of the number of stock takes the
item has had. This count is recorded on the stock
transaction file so can identify matching sets of
stock take transactions.

To insert a new item press <Enter> against a blank entry, enter the title as required and press
<Enter>, select the item type (using the drop-down list if required), and depending on item type
select the size required.
Once the additional item has been recorded press the <ESC> key and select the UPDATE button to
save the database changes. When prompted respond ‘Y’ to the prompts to ‘Extract Existing Data
to New Database Structure’ and, if appropriate, ‘Copy Table Entries from Old Database to New
Database’. Final prompts ask to ‘Remove (.OLD) Database’ and to ‘Carry Out the Same
Restructure on the BASE File as Well’ – respond as required. If you select to update the base file
you need to manually insert the new items at the same data item positions as on the live file.
Once the Stock file has been updated additional items are required on the Stock Transaction File.
Repeat the above options selecting the Stock Transaction file and add the following items:
File

Item Name

Type

Description

STT

S/TAK-COUNTER

Y (6)

STT

COMPARE-QTY

K, L, M

STT

COUNTED-QTY

K, L, M

STT

DISCREPANCY

T

Records the Counter the stock take transaction was
generated under.
Holds the physical quantity copied as the compare
quantity at the start of the stock take process.
Holds the accumulated counted qty (including the
current transaction)
Table data item recording a pre-set list of reasons
for a stock take discrepancy (optional).
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Database Profiles
The new discrepancy data item needs to be referenced within the Database Profiles. To update
these settings select Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager and Set
Database Profiles. Choose the Stock Control application as required before selecting the Retail /
Other Trans parameter screen.

On the left of the screen is the prompt Stock-Take Analysis – against this item reference the data
item number of the Discrepancy data item created above, <F4-Select> is available if required.
Table Maintenance
Once the table item has been created you need to update the analysis descriptions for each table
value with the allowed reasons for discrepancy.
To update the table values select Installation from the main menu followed by Application
Manager and then Table Maintenance. Select the Stock Control application, elect to update the
live files, select the Stock Transaction file to update, before selecting to Update Table
Descriptions.
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The initial entries within the table description list are displayed and you can use enter and the
up/down arrow keys to move between them. If the ‘Discrepancy’ analysis range is ‘high up’ the
range you can use the select button to move to that range. Against each table analysis you can
enter the description required as one of the reasons for dispute.

Note
To allow easier maintenance of this list of reasons for all/selected users you can include
this table as one of the items on the ‘Tables’ entries available on the Tools pull-down
menu on the main Datafile toolbar. See the System User and Configuration Guides for
more details on this option.

Application User Facilities
To enable the option to record transactions for stock take initialisation and count entry, and
reference the new data items, you need to update the Application User Facilities. To update select
Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager and then Application User
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Facilities. Select the Stock Control application followed by Stock Transactions, the new
parameters are set within the second screen of parameters.

Write Transactions for Stock-Take Count – set to generate transactions for the stock take
initialisation and counted qty entry processes.
Optional Stock-Take Counter in STA file – reference data item created on stock record (STA) which
holds the last stock take counter.
Copy STA stock-take counter to STT file – reference data item on the stock transaction (STT) which
holds which stock take count for the stock code the transaction was generated under.
Copy Stock-Take Counted Qty to STT file – reference data item on the stock transaction file which
will hold the counted quantity so far for the current stock take (includes the current transaction).
Copy Stock-Take Compare Qty to STT file – reference data item on the stock transaction file that
holds the compare quantity recorded as part of the initial stock take initialisation.
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The configuration options for the Stock Take Transaction listing are also available within the
Application User Facilities options for Stock Control. From the main configuration menu for Stock
Control select the option Transaction Reports followed by Stock Take.

Print Control – used when the system is not configured for ‘new-style’ report and document
printing. Select the print control required from the list at the bottom right of the screen – if set for
new-style reports then set to ‘1’ as a default.
Data Items – up to ten data items from the stock transaction file can be included within the report.
It is recommended to set the report to include the stock code, date, transaction type, counter
reference, counted and compare quantities together with the discrepancy data items. You may
also want to include the standard transaction quantity data item and the (Premier only) item for
the user-id who added the transaction.
Options – selecting the OPTIONS button, where available, allows configuration of the report
parameters for the ‘new-style’ reporting controls. Selecting this option allows you to select the
page size and font settings for the report.
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Menu Design
The Stock Take audit trail reporting option needs to be added as required to the Stock Take menu.
To add the new menu option sign-on as the CONFIG user and select Application Menu Design.
Choose the menu to update (the main Stock Take menu is STTAK.D03) and then select to update
either the left or right-hand menu. Move down to a blank menu entry and enter the title required
then press <Enter> to enter the menu parameters.

Applic, Program or Notes
Menu Name or Program Path
Parameter

P-Program
ST.EXE
5011

NB: Other options can be set as required.

Assemblies – Component Stock Check Report
The Component Stock Check procedure produces a ‘build’ report and includes details of any
product shortfalls but could only be output to printer. From Release 6.5 this report can now also
be printed to Excel/Spreadsheet.
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Installation
No set-up changes are required for this facility; the option is available immediately on update to
Release 6.5

Assemblies – Include Wastage in Valuations

Diamond and Premier

If Stock Items and/or Assemblies configured for wastage calculations then, during build processes,
the system calculates the values including the wastage but the options to recalculate cost of
assemblies and the print/value assemblies report doesn’t include the cost of wastage. A new
parameter has been added to the Stock System Profiles to allow the wastage to be included in
these options.

Installation
System Profiles
To update the profiles select Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager
and System Profiles. Select the Stock Control application and the new option is available on the
third parameter screen.
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Apply Wastage in Print/Value and Recalc Costs – set this option to include any defined wastage
when running the Print/Value Assemblies Report and the Recalculate Cost of Assemblies.

Assemblies – Omit Component from Build

Diamond and Premier

This new option allows flagged component items to be omitted from assembly build procedures;
flagged items are included within reports but are processed with a zero quantity. You might use
this option where an assembly usually includes a particular component but occasionally it is
omitted.
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Note
To set the OMIT-BUILD flag a <F5> is available within Assembly Maintenance on the
quantity input for a component line to toggle on/off the omit from build flag. The Help
bubble on bottom left shows the current status of this flag.
Flagged component items are included in Assembly Build processes and reports but
assigned a zero quantity. If create a BOM Works Order then the detail line is created
but the build quantity is set as zero.

Installation
Database Changes
A new data item is required on the Components file to allow items to be flagged for omission. To
add this new item select Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager and
then Restructure A Database. Select the Stock Control application. Elect to update the Live Files
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and then select the Components File. The existing data items are then displayed on screen, scrolldown to the next available blank entries and create the following items:
File

Item Name

Type

Description

COM

OMIT-FRM-BLD

?

Flag to identify component as being excluded from
the assembly processes.

To insert a new item press <Enter> against a blank entry, enter the title as required and press
<Enter>, select the item type (using the drop-down list if required), and depending on item type
select the size required.
Once the additional item has been recorded press the <ESC> key and select the UPDATE button to
save the database changes. When prompted respond ‘Y’ to the prompts to ‘Extract Existing Data
to New Database Structure’ and, if appropriate, ‘Copy Table Entries from Old Database to New
Database’. Final prompts ask to ‘Remove (.OLD) Database’ and to ‘Carry Out the Same
Restructure on the BASE File as Well’ – respond as required. If you select to update the base file
you need to manually insert the new items at the same data item positions as on the live file.
Database Profiles
The new data item needs to be referenced within the Database Profiles. To update these settings
select Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager and Set Database
Profiles. Choose the Stock Control application before selecting the Component Items parameter
screen.
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On the left of the screen is the prompt Omit Build – against this item reference the data item
number of the equivalent item created above, <F4-Select> is available if required.

Assemblies – Bulk Stock Items

Diamond and Premier

Within Stock Assemblies you can be using stock items such as screws, nuts, bolts and washers
where there is no need to track each individual item as they are used – instead stock for these
items is issued in packs or boxes manually as needed. Often these items could be classed as non stock items but in some cases whilst they have a minimal value of fractions of pence within each
assembly they do have a value for stock holdings when viewed accumulatively.
New in Release 6.5 is the facility to flag a stock record that is used as a component within an
assembly as a ‘bulk stock’ item. When used in an assembly build, either within Stock Control or via
a Bill of Materials Works Order, the system will not down-date stock or write an issue transaction
for these items but for the rest of the system (purchases, stock issues and valuations) it is a ‘real’
stock item.
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Installation
Database Changes
A new data item is required on the Stock file to allow flagging of a stock item as bulk stock. To add
this new item select Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager and then
Restructure A Database. Select the Stock Control application. Elect to update the Live Files and
then select the Stock File. The existing data items are then displayed on screen, scroll-down to the
next available blank entries and create the following items:
File

Item Name

Type

Description

STA

BULK-STOCK

?

Flag to identify stock item as bulk stock. When used
as a component within an assembly build no stock
transaction is generated nor is physical stock
updated.

To insert a new item press <Enter> against a blank entry, enter the title as required and press
<Enter>, select the item type (using the drop-down list if required), and depending on item type
select the size required.
Once the additional item has been recorded press the <ESC> key and select the UPDATE button to
save the database changes. When prompted respond ‘Y’ to the prompts to ‘Extract Existing Data
to New Database Structure’ and, if appropriate, ‘Copy Table Entries from Old Database to New
Database’. Final prompts ask to ‘Remove (.OLD) Database’ and to ‘Carry Out the Same
Restructure on the BASE File as Well’ – respond as required. If you select to update the base file
you need to manually insert the new items at the same data item positions as on the live file.
System Profiles
To reference the newly added data item a new parameter has been added to the Stock System
Profiles. To update the profiles select Installation from the main menu and lock out the system
before selecting the System Profiles option and the Stock Control application. The new
parameter setting has been added to screen 3 of the parameters.
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Stock Item to indicate whether Bulk Stock – select the newly added data item on the stock file
which identifies a stock record as a bulk stock item.
Update reserved quantity for Bulk Stock Items – if set then when bulk stock items are used in
works order entry they will update reserved (and down-date reserved during issue) but will
continue to omit the update of physical stock.
Application User Facilities
To allow stock items to be flagged for bulk stock you need to update the stock maintenance
screen(s) to include an input item for the bulk stock flag. To update the screen layout(s) users can
sign on as the SYSTEM user-id (or if Premier any user with Installer rights) and right-click on the
Stock Maintenance menu option and select Configure Option before selecting the Add New Stock
Screen. Alternatively users can select the Installation option from the main menu followed by
Application Manager and then Application User Facilities. Select the Stock Control application
before selecting Maintain Stock and then Add New Stock Screen.
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To insert the flag item you’ll first need to add a text label of ‘Bulk Stock’ (or similar), to do this use
the mouse to position the cursor where required and then type the required text. To insert the
data items position the cursor where required and press the <F4-Select> key and choose the new
flag item. Once complete choose File and then Save & Exit.

Notes
Component Stock Records flagged for bulk stock do not generate a stock transaction
only when used within the assembly build procedures in Stock Control or the works
order build options in Bill of Materials. All other stock transaction processes will
update physical, reserved or on-order as usual.
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Assemblies – Decimal Precision for
Component Quantity

Diamond and Premier

When maintaining Stock Assemblies the component quantity is recorded to either 2 decimal
places or 4 decimal places depending on configuration of the system. This new feature allows you
to record a ‘decimal precision’ value on the stock record which limits the component quantity that
can be entered to that number of decimal places.
If the decimal precision is 0 then component quantities must be entered in whole numbers (1 / 2 /
3 etc.), if 1 then 1 decimal place is allowed (1.1, 1.2, etc.) and so on. Note that values are still
recorded and printed as 2 decimal places or 4 decimal places – i.e. 1.00 or 1.0000 – this option
limits what can be entered for the decimal values. Also note that if component quantity data
items are 2dp then decimal precision is a maximum of 2dp, if 4dp for component data items then
maximum decimal precision is 4dp.

Within Bill of Materials Works Order Entry the system will also apply the decimal precision value
when adding or amending works order details.
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Installation
Database Changes
A new data item is required on the Stock file to allow recording of the decimal precision value. To
add this new item select Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager and
then Restructure A Database. Select the Stock Control application. Elect to update the Live Files
and then select the Stock File. The existing data items are then displayed on screen, scroll-down to
the next available blank entries and create the following items:
File

Item Name

Type

Description

STA

COMPONENT-DP

N

Holds the decimal precision required for the
quantity when used as a component within
assembly maintenance and works order entry.

To insert a new item press <Enter> against a blank entry, enter the title as required and press
<Enter>, select the item type (using the drop-down list if required), and depending on item type
select the size required.
Once the additional item has been recorded press the <ESC> key and select the UPDATE button to
save the database changes. When prompted respond ‘Y’ to the prompts to ‘Extract Existing Data
to New Database Structure’ and, if appropriate, ‘Copy Table Entries from Old Database to New
Database’. Final prompts ask to ‘Remove (.OLD) Database’ and to ‘Carry Out the Same
Restructure on the BASE File as Well’ – respond as required. If you select to update the base file
you need to manually insert the new items at the same data item positions as on the live file.
Application User Facilities
The Stock record maintenance screens need to be updated to allow entry of the decimal precision
value. To update the screen layout(s) users can sign on as the SYSTEM user-id (or if Premier any
user with Installer rights) and right-click on the Stock Records menu option, select the Configure
Option action before selecting the Add New Stock Screen. Alternatively users can select the
Installation option from the main menu followed by Application Manager and then Application
User Facilities. Select the Stock Control application before selecting Maintain Stock and then Add
New Stock Screen.
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To insert the decimal precision item you’ll first need to add a text label of ‘Component Decimal
Precision’ (or similar), to do this use the mouse to position the cursor where required and then
type the required text. To insert the data items position the cursor where required and press the
<F4-Select> key and choose the data item required. Set whether items are view-only, mandatory
or require uppercase input as required.
Once complete choose File and then Save & Exit.
System Profiles
To reference the newly added data item a new parameter has been added to the Stock System
Profiles. To update the profiles select Installation from the main menu and lock out the system
before selecting the System Profiles option and the Stock Control application. The new
parameter setting has been added to screen 3 of the parameters.
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Stock Item for no-of-decimals to use in build - select the newly added data item on the stock file
that identifies the decimal precision of the stock item when used as a component within assembly
maintenance.

Notes
If adding this item to an existing stock database you may want to globally update this
item to contain ‘2’ or ‘4’ (depending on whether component quantities are 2dp or 4dp
currently) as otherwise the stock code will be set so that components can be whole
quantities only.

Assemblies – Always Build Selected SubAssemblies

Diamond and Premier

Where a stock assembly contains a component which is an assembly in its own right – usually
referred to as a sub-assembly – then system profile settings allow you to control how that subassembly is processed. Options allowed include the facility to manually/never explode the sub-
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assembly, to always explode the sub-assembly for building or to only explode the sub-assembly
where there is insufficient stock of the component.
When a set of stock items are used in several assemblies it can be useful to define this item as an
assembly so that only one stock line is recorded in several assembly definitions rather than
repeating (potentially) hundreds of stock lines which all have to be maintained separately in each
assembly where it is used. Previously this required the ‘assembled’ stock item to be a ‘non-stock’
item but this presumes that the assembled stock item is not sold in its own right.
New in Release 6.5 is the ability to mark a stock item as a ‘phantom’ assembly. This allows the
system to be set to ‘explode’ sub-assemblies generally (either manually or based on insufficient
stock levels) but for phantom assemblies to always explode the components.

Note
Unlike a standard sub-assembly the system will not write stock transactions reflecting
its build and issue for a phantom assembly (as it is a ‘place holder’ for a group of other
stock lines). If the assembly is selected for build in its own right a standard build
transaction would be written and physical stock increased.
Stock System Profile parameters allow control of whether demand, sales and cost
values or cost prices are updated for phantom codes when used as a sub-assembly.

Installation
Database Changes
A new data item is required on the Stock file to allow flagging of a stock item as phantom
assembly. To add this new item select Installation from the main menu followed by Application
Manager and then Restructure A Database. Select the Stock Control application. Elect to update
the Live Files and then select the Stock File. The existing data items are then displayed on screen,
scroll-down to the next available blank entries and create the following items:
File

Item Name

Type

Description

STA

PHANTOM-ASS

?

Flag to identify stock item as phantom assembly.
When used as a component within an assembly
build the system will always explode the subassembly for build.
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To insert a new item press <Enter> against a blank entry, enter the title as required and press
<Enter>, select the item type (using the drop-down list if required), and depending on item type
select the size required.
Once the additional item has been recorded press the <ESC> key and select the UPDATE button to
save the database changes. When prompted respond ‘Y’ to the prompts to ‘Extract Existing Data
to New Database Structure’ and, if appropriate, ‘Copy Table Entries from Old Database to New
Database’. Final prompts ask to ‘Remove (.OLD) Database’ and to ‘Carry Out the Same
Restructure on the BASE File as Well’ – respond as required. If you select to update the base file
you need to manually insert the new items at the same data item positions as on the live file.
Set Database Profiles
The new data item needs to be referenced within the Database Profiles. To update these settings
select Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager and Set Database
Profiles. Choose the Stock Control application before selecting the Component Items screen.

On the left of the screen is the prompt Phantom Assembly – against this item reference the data
item number of the equivalent item created above, <F4-Select> is available if required.
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Application User Facilities
To allow stock items to be flagged as a phantom assembly you need to update the stock
maintenance screen(s) to include an input item for the phantom flag. To update the screen
layout(s) users can sign on as the SYSTEM user-id (or if Premier any user with Installer rights) and
right-click on the Stock Maintenance menu option and choose Configure Option before selecting
the Add New Stock Screen. Alternatively users can select the Installation option from the main
menu followed by Application Manager and then Application User Facilities. Select the Stock
Control application before selecting Maintain Stock and then Add New Stock Screen.

To insert the flag item you’ll first need to add a text label of ‘Phantom Sub-Assembly’ (or similar),
to do this use the mouse to position the cursor where required and then type the required text.
To insert the data items position the cursor where required and press the <F4-Select> key and
choose the new flag item. Once complete choose File and then Save & Exit.
System Profiles
A new option setting has been added to the Stock and Bill of Materials parameters for ‘Expand Sub
Assembly Components During Assembly’. To update the profiles select Installation from the main
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menu and lock out the system before selecting the System Profiles option and, firstly, the Stock
Control application.

Expand Sub-Assembly Components During Assembly – controls how components which are also
assemblies in their own right are treated during an assembly build. Options available include:
0
1
2
3

Expand Manually
Auto-Expand When Insufficient Stock
Auto-Expand Always
Never Expand Unless Phantom Assembly (new)

Regardless of the setting selected a phantom assembly will always be expanded for the full
requirement when used as a component – this parameter relates to the processing of standard
sub-assembly. If set to ‘0’ then for standard assemblies the operator will be prompted if they wish
to build the sub-assembly, if set to ‘1’ will build just the shortfall required and if set to ‘2’ will build
the full requirement. If set to ‘3’ then system will only explode the phantom assemblies, standard
assemblies must be built manually as a separate process.
Omit Cost/Demand Update on Phantom Sub-Assembly – when a sub-assembly is processed as
part of the build the demand, cost and sales values are updated to reflect the issue along with
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standard components, in addition the cost price is updated to reflect the sub-assembly
components. With phantom sub-assemblies acting as a ‘place-holder’ then it could be undesirable
to update the demand (plus cost and sales values) as the stock isn’t being issued and nor is the
assembly being built. Setting this option omits the update of these values when a phantom
flagged item is processed as a sub-assembly.
As with Stock Control this option has also been added to the Bill of Materials system profiles and
equivalent processing takes place with regards to standard assembly handling.

Select Method for Expanding Sub Assembly Components – controls how components which are
also assemblies in their own right are treated during works order create. Options available
include:
0
1
2
3

Never Expand
To Always Expand
To Only Expand When Insufficient Stock
To Never Expand Unless Phantom Assembly (new)
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NB: In a slight difference with Stock the 0 response will omit the explosion of phantom subassemblies, if you do not wish to explode sub-assemblies except for phantom flagged items this
prompt should be set as option ‘3’.

Assemblies – Record Original Assembly
Settings

Diamond and Premier

When building a stock assembly into physical stock the option exists to amend the component
lines before the build is processed. New for Release 6.5 additional options have been added to
the stock transaction file to allow recording of the default assembly and component quantities as
recorded on the assembly files together with the original build requirements for the assembly and
component files (based on the pre-amend qty of the assembly required) before amendment.

Installation
Database Changes
Four new data items are required on the Stock Transaction file to allow recording of the original
assembly detail. To add this new item select Installation from the main menu followed by
Application Manager and then Restructure A Database. Select the Stock Control application.
Elect to update the Live Files and then select the Stock Transactions File. The existing data items
are then displayed on screen, scroll-down to the next available blank entries and create the
following items:
File

Item Name

Type

Description

STT

DEF-ASS-QTY

K, L, M

Holds the default build qty for the assembly
according to the assembly record at time of build.

STT

DEF-COM-QTY

K, L, M

Holds the default issue qty for the component
according to the component record at time of build.

STT

ACT-ASS-QTY

K, L, M

Holds the build quantity entered when originally
select to build the assembly

STT

CALC-COMP-QTY

K, L, M

Holds the calculated component quantity required
based on assembly set-up and build requirements
before any manual amendments.
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To insert a new item press <Enter> against a blank entry, enter the title as required and press
<Enter>, select the item type (using the drop-down list if required), and depending on item type
select the size required.
Once the additional item has been recorded press the <ESC> key and select the UPDATE button to
save the database changes. When prompted respond ‘Y’ to the prompts to ‘Extract Existing Data
to New Database Structure’ and, if appropriate, ‘Copy Table Entries from Old Database to New
Database’. Final prompts ask to ‘Remove (.OLD) Database’ and to ‘Carry Out the Same
Restructure on the BASE File as Well’ – respond as required. If you select to update the base file
you need to manually insert the new items at the same data item positions as on the live file.
Set Database Profiles
The new data item needs to be referenced within the Database Profiles. To update these settings
select Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager and Set Database
Profiles. Choose the Stock Control application as required before selecting the Retail/Other Trans
parameter screen.
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On the left of the screen are the prompts Default Assy-Qty, Default Comp-Qty, Actual Assy-Qty
and Calc’d Comp-Qty – against these items reference the data item number of the equivalent
items created above, <F4-Select> is available if required.

Notes
These items are only recorded for assembly builds created through Stock Control and
not builds from Bill of Materials or the SOP Assemblies accessory.

Invoicer
Create New Account and Stock Record
Maintenance Screens

Diamond and Premier

When processing invoice and credit documents the option is available, subject to document
configuration, to create a new account or stock record. When creating a new account or stock
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record Invoicer uses its own separate screen designs. As these are separate screen layouts they
can be ‘left behind’ when amendments are made to the main entry screens. New in Release 6.5
you can set the Invoicer system to use the standard customer/supplier/stock maintenance screens
in preference to the Invoicer ‘internal’ screens.

Installation
Application User Facilities
To enable the ‘create new’ options to use the standard customer/supplier/stock maintenance
screens new options have been added within the Application User Facilities for Invoicer. To
update select Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager and then
Application User Facilities. Select the Invoicer application and then the option Maintain Products
(Screen Designs) before selecting the create new procedure required.

Use the same screen(s) as configured for X – set to use the standard maintenance screens for the
application, leave blank to continue to use the Invoicer screens. Once confirmed, if set, the
system returns you to the menu or, if left blank, to the screen design for the Invoicer screen(s).

Payroll
Ledger Enquiry – Print Employee Calendar Entries
This new feature adds a PRINT option to the Employee Calendar facility available within the
Employee enquiry tools in the Ledger Enquiry.
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Select the PRINT option displays a parameter screen asking if you wish to report totals for all
employees (leave blank to report the detail for the current employee).

Selecting PRINT displays the usual print dialog asking you to select the print device before creating
a report showing either the employee details or totals for all employees. Selecting the OPTIONS
button allows you to set the usual page size and font settings (note that have different format
options depending on whether you select employee totals or not).
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Job Costing
Job Record Maintenance Improvements
This release brings the improvements to Job record maintenance options that were introduced in
earlier releases for the Sales/Purchase Account maintenance screens amongst others.

The first change is to the menu options available – an ACTION button has been added which, when
selected, lists the options available in more detail than can be shown on the individual buttons
(you can select the action from here also). In addition a CLOSE button has been added, wherever
you are in the option selecting this will abandon the current process and return you directly to the
menu.
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The second change gives you a utilities and enquiries panel on the right of the screen allowing
access to various system tools and enquiry options.
The Utility panel, generic for all applications, allows you to see:
Web – link to the website (if recorded against the job record). The Web link is only active if a
data item named WEB (or WEBSITE / WWW) exists on the job file and contains a website
address.
Mail – launches your email client pre-set with the email address (if recorded against the job
record). If more than one address recorded then a pop-up will allow pre-selection of the
address to use. The mail option is active when a data item named EMAILx (where X is space
or number) exists on the job record.
Word – shows any existing Microsoft Word documents created against the job record and
allow amendment / print of these documents and the creation of new ones.
Image – shows any image linked to the job record. The image option is active when a data
item named IMAGEx (where X is a space or number) exists on the job record and contains a
JPG or BMP filename.
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Links – opens a ‘Windows Explorer’ folder for this job record. Within this folder you may
have files such as excel spreadsheets, PDF files, etc. If right-click and choose NEW then
various options will be available depending on the software installed on the pc.
Map – links to a map website showing the location derived from any post code recorded on
the job record. The map link is active when a data item named POST-CODE exists on the job
record and contains post code data.
Zoom – transfers to the ledger enquiry option for the Job Record (subject to authority levels
settings within the ledger enquiry manager)
Memo – adds / updates the memo recorded against the job record.
Scans – allows the add, update or view of any scanned documents recorded against the job
record.
The Enquiries panel allows you to see (subject to authority level settings within the ledger control
manager):
Costs – view the transaction history for the job record
Sales Orders – view the sales order history for the job record (if configured)
Purchase – view the purchase order history for the job record (if configured)
Analysis – views the cost analysis detail for the job record (if configured)
Activities – view the activities recorded against the job record (if configured)

Installation
DATAFILE.INI
These options are available via amendments to the DATAFILE.INI. The INI file is usually located in
the main DFWIN (or DF) folder for your system and can be edited with any text editor.
If you add the line:
R65LOOK=TRUE
to the DATAFILE.INI then this will enable this option together with similar features in the other
application maintenance screens. If you have any existing RXXLOOK entries then this new
command can replace these.
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If you have not enabled any RXXLOOK options previously then in addition to enabling this option
the font size will be reduced, throughout the system, in order to display this extra detail. The font
size assigned is 9 point on an 800x600 resolution, 10 point on a 1024x768 resolution and 12 point
on higher resolutions. You can amend the font size via an entry in the DATAFILE.INI if desired,
though we do not recommend this as, depending on fonts some screen display problems may
occur. The option to amend the font size can be added to the DATAFILE.INI, though it must be
added after the R65LOOK entry above, is:
FONTSIZE=X,Y,Z
where X is the point size at 800x600, Y is at 1024x768 and Z is any higher resolution. Note: Datafile
recommend a minimum screen resolution of 1024x768.

Sales / Purchase Order Processing
Link Order to Accounts Contact

Diamond and Premier

The Sales and Purchase Ledger Enquiry includes tools to record contacts for your customers and
suppliers in a separate database. This new feature allows, when adding sales or purchase orders,
to select a contact from the database to link the order to a contact, the order can then be updated
with information for the contact (contact name, email etc.) which can be used in place of the
standard customer information.
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When adding orders you can choose the contact, after selecting the account and confirming the
new order reference, from a list of contacts for that account. The operator can select a contact by
scrolling up/down the list and pressing <Enter> or double-clicking an entry in the list with the
mouse. If you do not wish to assign a contact you can click the IGNORE button or press the <ESC>
key on the list.
When updating the order header the contact list is available with <F4-Select> on the contact id
input to amend the chosen contact.

Installation
Database Changes
A new data item is required on the Sales/Purchase Order Header file to allow linking to a contact.
To add this new item select Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager
and then Restructure A Database. Select the Sales or Purchase Order Processing application.
Elect to update the Live Files and then select the Order Header File. The existing data items are
then displayed on screen, scroll-down to the next available blank entries and create the following
items:
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File

Item Name

SOH/POH CONTACT-ID

Type

Description

Y (6)

Holds the ID number (record number) of the
contact record the system is linked to.

To insert a new item press <Enter> against a blank entry, enter the title as required and press
<Enter>, select the item type (using the drop-down list if required), and depending on item type
select the size required.
You may also want to define, if not updating existing fields from the contact that the customer
normally updates to, items such as contact-name or contact-email. If create these items they are
X-type items with a length typically of 40-50 characters.
Once the additional item(s) has been recorded press the <ESC> key and select the UPDATE button
to save the database changes. When prompted respond ‘Y’ to the prompts to ‘Extract Existing
Data to New Database Structure’ and, if appropriate, ‘Copy Table Entries from Old Database to
New Database’. Final prompts ask to ‘Remove (.OLD) Database’ and to ‘Carry Out the Same
Restructure on the BASE File as Well’ – respond as required. If you select to update the base file
you need to manually insert the new items at the same data item positions as on the live file.
Database Profiles
The new CONTACT-ID item needs to be referenced within the Database Profiles. To update the
profiles select Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager and then Set
Database Profiles. Select Sales or Purchase Order Processing as required and then select the
option screen Header Optional 4.
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On the left of the screen is the prompt Contact Record – against this item reference the data item
number of the equivalent item created above, <F4-Select> is available if required.
System Profiles
To enable the link to the Contact records and to define any ‘copy’ items from the contact record to
the order header database you need to update the system profiles. To update the profiles select
Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager and then System Profiles
before selecting the required Order Processing application.
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Link orders to Sales (Purchase) accounts contacts – set to enable the system to link a
sales/purchase order to an accounts contact. When confirmed a pop-up form is displayed
allowing you to define copy items from the contact record to the order header.
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Press <F4-Select> as required to select the items from the contact file you wish to copy and the
matching order header item you wish to update.
Application Screen Layouts
The final implementation stage for this feature is to update the order header entry screen(s) to
include an input item for the contact id. To update the screen layout(s) users can sign on as the
SYSTEM user-id (or if Premier any user with Installer rights) and right-click on the Order Entry
menu option and select Configure Option before selecting the Enter New Order Header Screen.
Alternatively users can select the Installation option from the main menu followed by Application
Manager and then Application User Facilities. Select the required Order Processing application
before selecting Enter/Amend Orders and then Enter New Order Header Screen.
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To insert the contact details you’ll first need to add a text label of ‘Contact’ (or similar), to do this
use the mouse to position the cursor where required and then type the required text. To insert
the data items position the cursor where required and press the <F4-Select> key and choose the
contact items required – as a minimum you will want the contact-id item but (if not already in
place) you may want to include the items being updated from the contact to allow the operator to
amend if required (or manually set if no contact record selected). Set whether items are viewonly, mandatory or require uppercase input as required.
Once complete choose File and then Save & Exit. Before exiting completely review the Update
Order Header Screen option, if this is set to use the same screen as Add then changes are
complete, if not then you will need to duplicate the above change(s) as required.

Change Account on Sales / Purchase Order

Diamond and Premier

Various utilities are available for changing account codes globally on sales or purchase orders for
use when the accounts files are updated – i.e. a change in account formats or a change in the
customers/suppliers account code – but if a sales or purchase order was entered against an
incorrect account then you had to replicate the order to the correct account. This new feature
allows you to amend the account the original order was placed against.
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A new menu option is available to change the account code; when selected the system will prompt
for the order reference to be updated, display the old account and prompt for the new account
reference. <F4-Select> is available on code inputs if required.
Note that there are restrictions applied to the change account process and these include:
Only orders which are active and have not been delivered (blank delivery date) or invoiced
(zero invoiced value) can be updated.
If order authorisation processes are active then if the order has been authorised it cannot
have its account code amended.
If the new account code is on stop or adding the order to the new account would take the
account over its credit limit then the order cannot be updated.
If multi-currency then you cannot change the account code if the currency code would
change.
The change of account code will reprocess the configured account-to-header copy items
within the database profiles plus selected standard system copy items from account to
header (credit terms, settlement discount, etc.) and will re-process the header-to-detail copy
items where the header item has been updated by the above. However pricing detail such
as order detail prices and price numbers, line discounts and VAT codes will not be updated
and remain as per entry against original account code.
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Installation
Menu Design
The Change A/C option needs to be added as required to the menu. To add a new menu option
sign-on as the CONFIG user and select Application Menu Design, choose the menu to update (the
main Sales Order Processing menu is SP.D03, with Purchase Order Processing as PP.D03) and then
select to update either the left or right-hand menu. Move down to a blank menu entry and enter
the title required then press <Enter> to enter the menu parameters.

Applic, Program or Notes
Menu Name or Program Path
Parameter

P-Program
SP.EXE / PP.EXE
1018

NB: Other options can be set as required.
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Additional Options for Quick Form
Processing

Diamond and Premier

Three additional options have been added to the quick form procedures including options for
stock quantity checking when generating order details from quick forms, options to display the
physical/free stock quantities within the form pick list and options to allow input of additional
form items when generating quick forms and to copy these additional items from the form to the
generated order details.
When generating details from the quick form new options allow you to display the current
physical / free stock quantities from the stock file.

When generating order details from the quick form the system will warn if the action qty would
trigger a configured stock quantity check – if the check is a warning you will be prompted if you
wish to proceed and generate the line or if not the line will be omitted; if the check is mandatory
you will be warned accordingly and the line omitted.
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Release 6.4 added the facility to define five extra items from the quick form that can be set for
display within the maintenance and order generation options. In addition you could control
whether you could amend the extra item(s) within the form maintenance procedures. For Release
6.5 this feature has been extended to allow amendment of these extra items during order
generation and options have been added to allow the copy of these items to the generated order
detail(s).
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During quick form order generation the additional items are displayed, pressing <Enter> allows
you to amend the quantity and any additional items configured for input which is then updated to
the list. When the order details are generated these additional items are then copied to the order
detail where appropriate, note however that the quick form is not updated for any amendments
made during order generation.

Installation
Application User Facilities
New options have been added to the quick form parameters within the Application User Facilities
for SOP/POP to enable these additional facilities. To update select Installation from the main
menu followed by Application Manager and then Application User Facilities. Select Sales Order
Processing or Purchase Order Processing as required and then select Enter/Amend Orders
followed by Advanced Input Facilities and Optional Features. The additional options are available
on screen 2 of the optional features.
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As you press <Enter> through the prompt ‘Use Quick Forms for rapid order entry’ then, if enabled,
a pop-up form is displayed allowing additional quick form parameters and the stock check
parameters have been added here.
Show Stock Levels in Quick-Form Order Entry – set to enable the display of stock physical and free
quantities within the form when generating order details.
Check Stock Quantity when Create from Quick Form – set to enable the application of stock
physical/free checks (as defined in screen 1 of the optional features) when generating order
details from quick form.
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Options to enable input of extra quick form items when generating order details from a quick form
are available when enter through the parameter for ‘Extra Quick Form Items’ (if set).
Quick Form Item – select data item from the quick form database for display in quick form
maintenance and order generation.
Form Input – select whether the item can be amended during form maintenance, if left blank then
the item is view-only.
Order Input – select whether the item can be amended during order generation, if left blank then
the item is view-only. Note that amendments here do not save back to the form template.
Copy to SOD (POD) Item – select data item on the order detail file to be updated with copy of the
quick form item.
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Note
For more details on the configuration of Extra Quick Form Items please review the
Release 6.4 Supplement. Remember though that each quick form is a separate
database and the definition uses the template file to define which additional items are
available – each forms database and the template file need to be structured identically.

Display Items Available in Other Locations
This new feature allows, when using multi-location stock, the ability to press the <F4-Select> key
to display the quantities available in this and other locations.

Pressing <F4-Select> on the quantity input displays a pre-set list showing the location, physical,
reserved, on-order and free stock quantities – once viewed press <Enter> or <Esc> to return to the
quantity input. Note that it is a manual change if you wish to swap the stock to another location.
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Installation
No set-up changes are required this feature is available immediately on update to Release 6.5

Create New Delivery Address (SOP Only)

Diamond and Premier

When adding/updating sales orders the system allows for the selection of a delivery address from
a lookup database, entering a new delivery code to record a new delivery address. The delivery
code (appended to the account code to create a prime-index for the delivery database) is often an
incremental number so to create a new code you have to search for last delivery code, <ESC> back
to the delivery reference input and then enter the new code. New in Release 6.5 an <F7-Option>
key has been added to automatically allocate the next delivery code when prompting for the
delivery reference.

Pressing the <F7-Option> key on the delivery reference input automatically assigns the next
delivery code for the current account and takes you into the delivery address maintenance screen.
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Installation
No set-up changes are required for this facility provided that the delivery address lookup options
are configured and that the delivery code ‘suffix’ is a numeric code format (/999 etc.). For more
details on the Delivery Address lookup features please review the Order Processing manual.

Additional Options for Order Authorisation

Diamond and Premier

The Order Authorisation options, primarily used in Purchase Order Processing but also available
for Sales Order Processing, allow for the setting of up to five user-id’s and the order value limits up
to which they are allowed to authorise orders for together with a general authority level setting
and order value setting. Release 6.5 extends these options to allow the setting or order
authorisation limits for all users and to allow automatic order authorisation options within
document processing.
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Installation
Setting Order Authorisation Limits
The order value limits for each user are recorded against the users parameter settings within the
List of User Id’s option on the MASTER user sign-on. Sign-on to the system as the MASTER user
and select the List of User Id’s option before selecting a user who you wish to set limits for.

Authorisation Limits – SOP / POP – enter the order authorisation limits for sales and purchase
orders. Note that as these limits are recorded against the user-id they do apply cross-company to
each company configured for order authorisation.

Interaction of Order Authorisation Limits
These new facilities for order authorisation limits interact with the existing limit
settings within the Authorisation configuration settings on the basis that the highest
applicable value of the user-id setting, the named user setting or the authority level
setting is applied.
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There is a difference with how a zero value is treated between the two options. In the
user-id authority level settings 0.00 is treated as zero (the user can’t authorise any
orders) but within the application parameters the 0.00 value is treated as ‘unlimited’
and any order can be authorised.

Document Design Parameters
A new option has been added to the Document Design Parameters for each sales/purchase order
document to allow for orders to be authorised automatically as part of the document processing
where the users authorisation value is higher than the order value of the document to be
processed.
To update the Document Design select Installation from the main menu followed by the
Application Manager option and then Document Design Manager. Select the appropriate Order
Processing application and the required document type before entering the parameter number of
the document required. When the document mask is displayed on screen select the Parameters
option from the main toolbar – the new parameter is at the bottom right of screen 1.
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Automatic Auth – set to allow orders to be authorised when the document is processed and the
order value is less than the users authorisation limit.

Document Text if Ship from Multiple Locations
New in Release 6.5 is the option to include a text commentary on the document when an order
contains stock items from more than one stock location.

Installation
Document Design Manager
The configuration settings for the new ‘multi-location’ text option are included within the
document design. To update select Installation from the main menu followed by, if Diamond or
Premier, the option Application Manager and then Document Design Manager. Professional
users should select Installation from the main menu and then Document Design Manager. Select
Sales Order Documents or Purchase Order Documents as required and then select the document
type before entering the number of the document you wish to update.
The new parameters are on screen 6B for Sales Order Processing documents or 6A for Purchase
Order Processing documents, select Parameters at the top of the screen and then select the
Action button to move to screen 6 before selecting the Next button to move to screen 6B/6A
respectively.
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Text for Multi-Location Delivery – enter text to print (over two items if required) for the text
commentary to print if the order being processed contains stock from more than one location
(regardless of whether the document itself is only actually processing stock from one location).
You can set the line/column print position here but you can also set this from the document mask.
From the mask right-click with the mouse where you wish the commentary to print and select
Data Item before selecting the category Document Totals and the print item Text for Multi-Loc
Delivery. If you have used the two lines you can repeat the process to select the second line.

Abandon Delivery if Insufficient Stock (SOP Only)
Delivery Note documents (or Invoice document where the invoice updates stock) have the facility
to restrict the quantity processed on any line to the quantity physically available and, optionally,
to reduce to 0 that line if can’t process in full. This process operates on a line-by-line basis
however and any other line on the order that can be processed will be. This new feature allows
the facility to abandon production of the order as a whole where any one line cannot be processed
in full.
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As each set of details is loaded the system restricts the action quantity processed and, if a
restriction is applied the system with trigger the option to abandon the order. If further sets of
detail are available then you can optionally check these details to review if any other details have a
shortfall.

Installation
Document Design Manager
The configuration settings for the new ‘abandon delivery’ option are included within the
document design. To update select Installation from the main menu followed by, if Diamond or
Premier, the option Application Manager and then Document Design Manager. Professional
users should select Installation from the main menu and then Document Design Manager. Select
Sales Order Documents and then select the document type before entering the number of the
document you wish to update.
The new option has been added to parameter screen 12a Optional Features During
Printing/Updated – use the ACTION button to move to this parameter screen 12 and then select
NEXT to move to 12a.
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Reject document if insufficient physical on any line – set this option to abandon processing of the
order if any line on the order fails the physical stock check.
Note that the system does need to be set, on parameter screen 18, to ‘Only allow Qty if Physically
Available’. In addition this feature is only applicable for a document that updates stock.

Increment Document Date at Set Time
Order processing documents, particularly on the Sales Order side, are usually processed at today’s
date. In some organisations at a particular point in the day – often relating to delivery collections
– documents will need to be processed with the next day’s date and the operator must remember
to update this date and, if exit from the document process, remember to set again each time the
document is opened. This new feature allows the setting of a system time at which to clock on to
tomorrows date and also, optionally, skip weekends and bank holidays.
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Installation
Document Design Parameters
The configuration settings for the new ‘increment date’ option are included within the document
design. To update select Installation from the main menu followed by, if Diamond or Premier, the
option Application Manager and then Document Design Manager. Professional users should
select Installation from the main menu and then Document Design Manager. Select Sales Order
Documents or Purchase Order Processing as required and then select the document type before
entering the number of the document you wish to update.
Once the document mask is displayed select the Parameters option at the top of the screen
before selecting the ACTION button to move to screen 12 – Optional Features before clicking
NEXT to move to screen 12a.

Use Today’s Date – the document date defaults to the system date which is usually today’s date
but can be overridden by dates used in other options, setting this option forces the document to
default to today’s date.
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Clock on to next day at what time – enter the time in 24hr format at which to default the
document to tomorrows date – i.e. 1545 / 1630 / etc.
When Clock On, Ignore Saturdays – if today’s date is a Saturday or Friday after the clock on time
the system will, if set, ignore Saturdays and skip to the next day.
Ignore Sundays – similar to above but will (also) skip Sunday.
Ignore Bank Holidays – similar to above but will also skip Bank Holidays. Note however that the
system uses the C29DATES.TXT file to determine which dates are bank holidays (this file is used
with the special ‘!C29’ calculation option to determine the duration between two dates/times).
When setting this option the system will warn if this file not found.

C29DATES.TXT
This file is a text file that can be maintained with any text editor (Notepad / WordPad
etc.) which is created with a fixed layout in the DFCOMP location (usually
\DFWIN\DATA). Its primary use is to calculate durations between start and end
date/times but is now also used for this new feature to clock on the document date.
The text file is formatted in a specific layout as below:
Line 1 – Flag if ignoring Saturdays in time calculations – Y or N
Line 2 – Flag if ignoring Sundays in time calculations – Y or N
Line 3 – Start of Working Day
Line 4 – End of Working Day
Lines 5-19 – records dates to be omitted from time calculations (bank holidays / firm
closedowns etc.). The format is DD/MM/YY but all lines must be entered and if no
date required set as XX/XX/XX.
An example layout would therefore be:
Y
Y
0900
1700
01/01/10
02/01/10
16/04/10
19/04/10
01/05/10
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31/05/10
25/08/10
24/12/10
25/12/10
31/12/10
XX/XX/XX
XX/XX/XX
XX/XX/XX
XX/XX/XX
XX/XX/XX

Allow Use of Discount / Supplier Matrix Entries from Head Office
Accounts
The Discount and Supplier Matrix options allow for the entry of special prices or discounts on an
account or account group basis. This new feature allows, where no specific matrix entry applies
for an account code on the main account for the system to apply any matrix entries that may be
set for the head office account before checking whether there is an entry for the account group on
the main account.
Within account maintenance options, usually on one of the extra maintenance screens, the option
is available to record the head office account when the customer is part of a group of accounts. If
set then when an order is placed, or an invoice created through the Invoicer application, the
system will apply any applicable matrix entries from the selected account code but, if no matrix
entry applies, will look to the head office account and apply any matrix entries that exist for the
head office account.
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If the option to use head office account entries is enabled then matrix entries are applied in the
following sequence:
Main Account / Stock Code
Main Account / Stock Group
Head Office Account / Stock Code
Head Office Account / Stock Group
Main Account Group / Stock Code
Main Account Group / Stock Group
NB: Main Account is the account that the order/invoice is placed account unless it is set as a
delivery account. If the account is a delivery account then whether this account or the invoice
account is the main account for matrix entries is set within the System Profiles.

Installation
System Profiles
To enable the system to use the head office account for matrix entries a new parameter has been
added to the matrix settings within the Sales and Purchase Ledger System Profiles. To update the
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profiles select Installation from the main menu and lock out the system before selecting System
Profiles. Select the application required and move to screen 5 of the profile parameters.

Apply to Head-Office Accounts Entries – set to apply any matrix entries for the head office
account if no matrix entries exist for the main account.

Batch Tracking
Default Batch Type for New Stock Items

Diamond and Premier

When adding new stock records options are available to set default batch configuration settings
when you mark an item for batch/serial tracking but you couldn’t set the system so that new stock
items defaulted to being batch or serial tracked. New in Release 6.5 an option has been added to
the Batch Tracking System Profiles to default new stock items to be batch/serial tracked.
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Installation
System Profiles
To update the profiles select Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager
and System Profiles. Select the Batch Tracking application and the new option is available on the
first parameter screen.

New Stock – Default Batch Type – set the default batch type to be applied when adding new stock
records. Options available include S-Serial Tracked, B-Batch Tracked, M-Matrix and T-Template
Matrix. Note that at run-time subsequent prompts for default batch format etc. are only applied
when you confirm the batch type.

Copy Batch Items to Stock Transactions

Diamond and Premier

Batch Tracking System Profiles allows the facility to record the batch transactions on the stock
transaction file as opposed to the batch transaction file. New in Release 6.5 in this configuration is
the ability to define additional copy items from the batch file to the stock transaction file.
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Installation
Set Database Profiles
The new copy items are defined within the Batch Tracking Database Profiles. To update the
profiles select Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager and then the
option Set Database Profiles before selecting the Batch Tracking application. The new copy items
are available on the parameter screen Copy Batch to Stx.

Copy From / To – set the data item numbers on the Batch and Stock Transaction file to be copied
when using the stock transaction file as the batch transaction file. Usual copy item rules apply in
that from/to items must be equal/compatible item types.
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Bill of Materials
Update Works Order / Create New Stock
Record Maintenance Screens

Diamond and Premier

When entering works order details the option is available, subject to configuration, to create a
new stock record. When creating a new stock record Bill of Materials uses its own separate screen
design. As these are separate screen layouts they can be ‘left behind’ when amendments are
made to the main entry screens. New in Release 6.5 you can set the BOM system to use the
standard stock maintenance screens in preference to the applications ‘internal’ screens.
In addition the Works Order entry screens can be configured to offer different options when
updating a works order as opposed to adding a works order. Often these screens are configured
identically resulting in amendments being made in two separate places. New in Release 6.5 you
can set the BOM system to use the same screen as the add action when updating a works order.

Installation
Application User Facilities
To enable the ‘create new’ options to use the standard stock maintenance screens new options
have been added within the Application User Facilities for Bill of Materials. To update select
Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager and then Application User
Facilities. Select the Bill of Materials application and then the option Enter/Amend Orders before
selecting the Create New Stock/Record procedure.

Use the same screen(s) as configured for Stock Control – set to use the standard maintenance
screens for creating new stock records, leave blank to continue to use the BOM screen. Once
confirmed, if set, the system returns you to the menu or, if left blank, to the screen design for the
BOM screen.
To enable the system to use the same screen for updating works orders as when adding works
orders select the option to Amend / View Works Order Header.
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Use the same screen(s) as for adding new orders – set to enable the system to use the standard
maintenance for both adding and updating works orders, leave blank to continue to use the
separate update screen. Once confirmed, if set, the system returns you to the menu or, if left
blank, to the screen design for the update screen.

Calculated Commencement Date within
Order Entry

Diamond and Premier

When building a works order you can enter a required date for which the build must be
completed. This new facility allows you to create a commencement date that the works order
must begin processing by to meet this required date based on the lead time of the stock item.
This calculation can also skip weekends and bank holidays when calculating the commencement
date.
During works order entry the system takes the entered required date and then calculates the
commencement date based on the lead time (assumed to be in days) recorded on the stock
record. The start date, if not set to be view-only, can be amended as required but system will
warn if changed date would mean that you would not meet the required date.
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Installation
Database Changes
A new data item is required on the Works Order Header file to allow recording of the
commencement / start date. To add this new item select Installation from the main menu
followed by Application Manager and then Restructure A Database. Select the Bill of Materials
application. Elect to update the Live Files and then select the Works Order Header File. The
existing data items are then displayed on screen, scroll-down to the next available blank entries
and create the following items:
File

Item Name

Type

Description

WOH

START-DATE

D/E

Date item to record the commencement date for
the works order.

To insert a new item press <Enter> against a blank entry, enter the title as required and press
<Enter>, select the item type (using the drop-down list if required), and depending on item type
select the size required.
Once the additional item has been recorded press the <ESC> key and select the UPDATE button to
save the database changes. When prompted respond ‘Y’ to the prompts to ‘Extract Existing Data
to New Database Structure’ and, if appropriate, ‘Copy Table Entries from Old Database to New
Database’. Final prompts ask to ‘Remove (.OLD) Database’ and to ‘Carry Out the Same
Restructure on the BASE File as Well’ – respond as required. If you select to update the base file
you need to manually insert the new items at the same data item positions as on the live file.
Database Profiles
The new data item needs to be referenced within the Database Profiles. To update these settings
select Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager and Set Database
Profiles. Choose the Bill of Materials application as required before selecting the Header
Optional 1 parameter screen.
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On the left of the screen is the prompt Start Date – against this item reference the data item
number of the equivalent item created above, <F4-Select> is available if required.
Application Screen Layouts
The Works Order entry screens need to be updated to display the start date. To update the screen
layout(s) users can sign on as the SYSTEM user-id (or if Premier any user with Installer rights) and
right-click on the Enter Works Orders menu option before selecting Configure Option action and
then the Enter New Order Header Screen. Alternatively users can select the Installation option
from the main menu followed by Application Manager and then Application User Facilities.
Select the Bill of Materials application before selecting Enter/Amend Orders and then Enter New
Order Header Screen.
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To insert the commencement date you’ll first need to add a text label of ‘Work to Commence’ (or
similar), to do this use the mouse to position the cursor where required and then type the
required text. To insert the data items position the cursor where required and press the <F4Select> key and choose the date item required. Set whether items are view-only, mandatory or
require uppercase input as required.
Once complete choose File and then Save & Exit. Before exiting completely review the Update
Order Header Screen option, if this is set to use the same screen as Add then changes are
complete, if not then you will need to duplicate the above change(s) as required.
C29DATES.TXT
To skip weekends and bank holidays the system uses the C29DATES.TXT working file which records
working hours, flags for whether you omit weekend days and up to fifteen dates to be skipped
(bank holidays).
The Text file can be created/maintained with any text editor (i.e.
Notepad/Wordpad), is held in the DFCOMP location (usually \DFWIN\DATA), and is a fixed format
file and is structured so that:
Line 1
Line 2

Y/N flag to Omit Saturdays
Y/N flag to Omit Sundays
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Line 3
Line 4
Lines 5-19

Start Time for working day
End Time for working day
Dates to be excluded / bank holidays etc. Note record date as XX/XX/XX to
complete all lines

An example text file would then be:
Y
Y
0900
1730
03/01/11
22/04/11
25/04/11
29/04/11
02/05/11
30/05/11
29/06/11
26/12/11
27/12/11
XX/XX/XX
XX/XX/XX
XX/XX/XX
XX/XX/XX
XX/XX/XX
XX/XX/XX
If save this file in the DFCOMP location then when calculating the start date for the works order
the system will skip weekends and bank holidays where appropriate. If no text file is found then
the system will perform a basic calculation when setting the start date.

Issue Components Separately from Build

Diamond and Premier

Bill of Materials build documents issue stock for the components and receive stock for the finished
item as one procedure but, depending on the assembly and processing times, there can be a time
difference between issuing the component stock for the build and when the finished item is
complete and available for sale/use.
This new feature allows for the issue of components separately from the build either as part of the
initial works order entry or via a specially configured build document.
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During order entry the option is available to set a flag as to whether components for the works
order are to be issued immediately. If set then when the order details are created a component
issue is generated on stock control for the required quantity immediately on order generation and
the works order line is completed. Note that when set for immediate issue you cannot amend
the works order detail lines – lines are created based on the assembly specification.
Optionally, on save of the works order header, if set for immediate issue the system will prompt
for the reference and description to be used on the assembly build stock transactions generated
for the issue of the components and the transaction date – these references can default to items
from the works order header and can be set to update automatically based on these values.
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If set for immediate issue the system will create the works order details for the components of the
assembly, expanding the components for any sub-assembly as required and the order is then
‘locked’. As part of the stock update the system will write assembly component issue transactions
for the order lines and update the physical stock to reflect this issue. The works order detail
entries will be updated to record the quantity build and the lines completed.
If set for immediate issue then when a component (which is not a sub-assembly) has insufficient
stock then the system will display a warning and prompt whether you with to nominate an
alternate item, omit this component / reduce quantity to free stock level or allow stock physical to
go negative.
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Batch Tracking
If Batch Tracking in use then if configured to allow immediate issue of components the
system must also be set to allow pre-allocation of batch codes for works order entry
within the Batch Tracking System Profiles.

When configured for separate component issues the build documents available are extended to
allow documents configured to issue components only (if not issued on works order entry) and to
book the finished item into stock.
Where works orders are built in two ‘stages’ then any credits must also be reversed in stages so
documents will also be available to reverse the build. If a works order set for immediate issue
needs to be modified then processing the ‘Return Components to Stock’ credit document will, in
addition to reversing the update of stock for the assembly components, clear the immediate issue
flag on the works order header allowing the order to be amended.
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Document processing generally follows the same standard processes as previously – note however
that where a works order begins processing in separate stages then the standard build/de-kit
documents will not allow processing of the works order.
Where works order components are not issued from stock on order entry then the ‘Issue
Components Only’ document will allow you to issue components for less than the full build
requirement but you can only ‘book finished items into stock’ for the quantity issued.
Where a works order is to be credited that was originally processed in stages then the order has to
be processed via a ‘credit finished item out of stock’ document before the components can be
return to stock via the ‘returns’ document.

Installation
Database Changes
New data items are required on the Works Order Header file to allow recording of the component
issue items. To add these new items select Installation from the main menu followed by
Application Manager and then Restructure A Database. Select the Bill of Materials application.
Elect to update the Live Files and then select the Works Order Header File. The existing data items
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are then displayed on screen, scroll-down to the next available blank entries and create the
following items:
File

Item Name

Type

Description

WOH

IMMED-ISSUE

?

WOH

ISSUE-REF

X (6)

WOH
WOH

ISSUE-DATE
ISSUE-QTY

D/E
K/L/M

WOH

ISSUE-LST-QTY

K/L/M

WOH

ISSUE-CRD-QTY

K/L/M

WOH

ISSUE-W/O-QTY

K/L/M

WOH

ISSUE-COST

K/L/M

Flag to identify works order as issuing components
on works order entry.
Holds stock transaction reference for last issue of
stock components for this works order.
Holds date of last issue of stock components.
Holds the quantity of the finished item for which
components have been issued.
Holds the quantity of the finished item made
available for build from the last component issue.
Holds the quantity of the finished item for which
components have been returned to stock (this qty is
updated as part of the return components to stock
document at the same time as reducing the ISSUEQTY).
Holds the quantity of the finished item that will not
be built due to write-off.
Holds the accumulated cost value of components
issued for which the finished item(s) have not been
built.

To insert a new item press <Enter> against a blank entry, enter the title as required and press
<Enter>, select the item type (using the drop-down list if required), and depending on item type
select the size required.
Once the additional items have been recorded press the <ESC> key and select the UPDATE button
to save the database changes. When prompted respond ‘Y’ to the prompts to ‘Extract Existing
Data to New Database Structure’ and, if appropriate, ‘Copy Table Entries from Old Database to
New Database’. Final prompts ask to ‘Remove (.OLD) Database’ and to ‘Carry Out the Same
Restructure on the BASE File as Well’ – respond as required. If you select to update the base file
you need to manually insert the new items at the same data item positions as on the live file.
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Database Profiles
The new data item needs to be referenced within the Database Profiles. To update these settings
select Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager and Set Database
Profiles. Choose the Bill of Materials application as required before selecting the Header
Mandatory parameter screen.

On the left of the screen is the prompt Date Issue – against this item reference the data item
number of the equivalent item created above, <F4-Select> is available if required.
After updating the Header Mandatory profile select the Header Optional 1 profile to update the
Issue Ref and Immediate Issue prompts before selecting Header Optional 3 to update the
prompts for Issue Quantity, Last Qty Issue, Credit Issue, Write-Off Issue and Cost of Issue items.
Application Screen Layouts
The Works Order entry screens optionally can be updated to allow setting of the immediate issue
flag. To update the screen layout(s) users can sign on as the SYSTEM user-id (or if Premier any
user with Installer rights) and right-click on the Enter Works Orders menu option before Configure
Option and then selecting the Enter New Order Header Screen. Alternatively users can select the
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Installation option from the main menu followed by Application Manager and then Application
User Facilities. Select the Bill of Materials application before selecting Enter/Amend Orders and
then Enter New Order Header Screen.

To insert the issue flag you’ll first need to add a text label of ‘Immediate Issue’ (or similar), to do
this use the mouse to position the cursor where required and then type the required text. To
insert the data items position the cursor where required and press the <F4-Select> key and choose
the data item required. Set whether items are view-only, mandatory or require uppercase input
as required.
Once complete choose File and then Save & Exit. Before exiting completely review the Update
Order Header Screen option, if this is set to use the same screen as Add then changes are
complete, if not then you will need to duplicate the above change(s) as required.
Document Design
Separate build documents are required to allow for the issue of components, the booking of the
finished item into stock and credit equivalents of these documents.
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To update the Document Design select Installation from the main menu followed by the
Application Manager option and then Document Design Manager. Select the Bill of Materials
application and the Build Works Orders document type.

To add a new document to the list use the <F4-Select> key to access the document layout and
record the document titles and pathnames to be required. If you want to create a new document
from scratch then on return to the prompt for the document selection enter the document
number. Alternatively you can use the existing build document as the basis for the issue
components and book finished item documents by using the <F7-Option> key to copy the
document definition to the new definitions (copying the de-kit document as the basis for the new
credit documents).
One the new layouts have been created you need to update the parameters to identify whether
the build document is an ‘issue components’ document or ‘build finished item’ document. Enter
the appropriate document number and when the document mask is displayed on screen select the
Parameters option from the main toolbar to display the first screen of parameters. The new
options have been added to parameter screen 13 Optional Features – use the ACTION button to
move to this parameter screen.
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Issue Component Stock Only – set to identify the build document as issuing the components from
stock only.
Build Finished Goods Only – set to identify the build document as booking the finished item into
stock only.
Once set as required select the OK button to return to the document mask and then use the File
pull-down menu to first save the document and then exit from the document design.
System Profiles
The final change is to update the Bill of Materials System Profiles to, if required, default the
immediate issue flag to ‘Y’ for new works orders and to set default references for any stock
transactions generated from the immediate issue.
To update the profiles select Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager
and System Profiles. Select the Bill of Materials application and the new options are available on
the second parameter screen.
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Issue Component Stock Immediately on Works Orders – if the ‘immediate issue’ flag is set as an
input item during works order entry then this option controls whether new orders will default to
immediate issue or not. If this flag is not displayed then this option, when enabled, sets new
works orders for immediate issue automatically.
Suppress Stock Transaction Pop-Up in Order Entry – during works order header entry the system
will prompt on save of the order header (if flagged for immediate issue) for the transaction date,
reference and description of the stock transactions generated. Setting this option omits this popup and applies system defaults.
Default Stock Transaction Reference to Item – select data item from the works order header file
to default stock transaction references to for immediate issue transactions (i.e. order number).
Default Stock Transaction Description to Item – select data item from the works order header file
to default stock transaction description to for immediate issue transactions (i.e. stock update
description or sales account name).
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Works Order Operation Stages

Diamond and Premier

When processing a works order it may go through various stages in the build process or through
various departments in the factory. This new feature allows you create new ‘operation’ stock
codes which can be included within the assembly definition. When used in a works order the
printed document can act as a ‘route guide’ with page breaks on change of operations and, in
addition, the works order header can be updated to show that stage is completed.
Stock Maintenance
The Stock Maintenance processes are used to add an operation stock code. The stock code should
be set so that both the non-stock and operation flags are set to ‘Y’.

Note that the use of the stock description as the works order stage title means that the
description should be limited to one line for clarity. Stock Codes which are flagged as Operation
codes are excluded from transaction input in stock control together with use as stock items in
order processing, invoice and job costing.
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Assembly Maintenance
Within the assembly maintenance a new type of entry is available – O-Operation – which allows
you to select an operation stock code.

Note that the Operation stock codes will be displayed during build production within stock control
and with the print/value assemblies report.
Bill of Materials Works Order Entry
The Works Order is processed for order entry in the normal manner – creating the works order
details based on the selected assembly and its components. In addition to adding order detail
lines for the operation codes the system will also update the operation stock items description as
a stages code into the works order header.
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Note that Operation entries can only be added automatically by the system via the assembly
definition – you cannot manually add an operation entry nor can you amend an operation entry
within the works order.
Bill of Materials Works Order Print
Operation codes are displayed within the printed works order as with standard component lines
and note entries. In addition the document can be configured to perform a page break so that you
have one works order stage per document page (allowing the completed page to be returned to
the office to record the stage completion).
Works Order Ledger Enquiry
The Panel options within the Works Order Ledger Enquiry can be configured to display the works
order operation stages – double-clicking the entry changes the works order stage to complete
(and back again) allowing a visual display of the current stage of the works order.
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Note that the works order stages have no impact on the standard works order status option of
active / complete.

Installation
Database Changes
New data items are required on the Stock File to identify a stock line as an operation, the Works
Order Header file to allow display of the works order stages and the status, and the Works Order
Detail to identify a line as an operation entry.
To add these new items select Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager
and then Restructure A Database. Select the Stock Control or Bill of Materials application. Elect
to update the Live Files and then select the Stock File, Works Order Header File or Works Order
Detail File as appropriate. The existing data items are then displayed on screen, scroll-down to the
next available blank entries and create the following items:
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File

Item Name

Type

Description

STA

OPERATION

?

Flag item identifying the stock item as a works order
operation code.

WOH
WOH

OPERATION-1
OPERATION-N

X (30)
X (30)

WOH

OP-STATUS-1

?

WOH

OP-STATUS-N

?

Description Item for the first works order stage.
Description Item for the nth works order stage –
repeat for the number of stages a works order can
go through (max 16). Items must be consecutive
within the database.
Flag item identifying whether the first works order
stage is completed.
Flag item identifying whether the nth works order
stage is completed. An equivalent number of status
items must be created to the work order stages
above and all items must be consecutive within the
database.

WOD

OPERATION

?

Flag item identifying the works order detail as an
operation entry.

To insert a new item press <Enter> against a blank entry, enter the title as required and press
<Enter>, select the item type (using the drop-down list if required), and depending on item type
select the size required.
Once the additional items have been recorded press the <ESC> key and select the UPDATE button
to save the database changes. When prompted respond ‘Y’ to the prompts to ‘Extract Existing
Data to New Database Structure’ and, if appropriate, ‘Copy Table Entries from Old Database to
New Database’. Final prompts ask to ‘Remove (.OLD) Database’ and to ‘Carry Out the Same
Restructure on the BASE File as Well’ – respond as required. If you select to update the base file
you need to manually insert the new items at the same data item positions as on the live file.
Once the Stock File item(s) have been added repeat the process for the Works Order Header and
Works Order Detail items.
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Bill of Materials System Profiles
To enable the Works Order Operation options parameters have been added to the Bill of Materials
System Profile screen(s). To update the profiles select Installation from the main menu before
selecting Application Manager and then System Profiles before selecting the Bill of Materials
application.

Stock Item to indicate that record is an Operation – select the data item on the stock file that
records the operation flag item added above.
Number of Operations on Works Order Header – enter the maximum number of works order
operation stages that can be recorded on the Works Order Header. Maximum allowed is 16 but
you should reference the number of data items created above.
Works Order Header Item for 1st Operation Name – select the data item on the works order
header that will hold the first works order operation stage name.
Works Order Header Item for 1st Operation Status – select the data item on the works order
header that will hold the first works order operation stage status.
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Works Order Detail Item to indicate an Operation – select the data item on the works order detail
that will hold the operation flag
Document Design
A new parameter is available for the Print Works Documents to perform a page break on change
of the operation stage. To update the Document Design select Installation from the main menu
followed by the Application Manager option and then Document Design Manager. Select the Bill
of Materials application and the Print Works Orders document type. Enter the appropriate
document number and when the document mask is displayed on screen select the Parameters
option from the main toolbar to display the first screen of parameters. The new options have
been added to parameter screen 13 Optional Features – use the ACTION button to move to this
parameter screen.

Start New Page on Each Works Order Detail Operation – set to start a new document page before
printing a works order operation detail.
Application Screen Layouts
The Stock Maintenance screen needs to be updated to allow setting of the operation flag. To
update the screen layout(s) users can sign on as the SYSTEM user-id (or if Premier any user with
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Installer rights) and right-click on the Stock Records menu option before selecting the Add New
Stock Record screen. Alternatively users can select the Installation option from the main menu
followed by Application Manager and then Application User Facilities. Select the Stock Control
application before selecting Maintain Stock and then Add New Stock Record screen.

To insert the operation flag you’ll first need to add a text label of ‘Operation’ (or similar), to do this
use the mouse to position the cursor where required and then type the required text. To insert
the data items position the cursor where required and press the <F4-Select> key and choose the
data item required. Set whether items are view-only, mandatory or require uppercase input as
required. Once complete choose File and then Save & Exit
Ledger Enquiry Configuration
To update the Works Order Ledger Enquiry to display the operation stages you need to update the
alternate panel settings within the Enquiries Configuration options. To update the enquiry select
Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager, Ledger Enquiry Manager and
then Enquiries Configuration. Select the Bill of Materials application before selecting the
Alternate Panel Settings.
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To display the operations in either the left or right panel select ‘Operations’ for the appropriate
panel display (no other settings are required).

Print Works Order if no Details

Diamond and Premier

If a Works Order has been added for which no details, or only description only entries, have been
added then the system did not allow for a works order acknowledgement document to be printed.
New in Release 6.5 an additional parameter option is available within the Works Order document
design to enable a print of a document against a works order with no order details.

Installation
To update the Document Design select Installation from the main menu followed by the
Application Manager option and then Document Design Manager. Select the Bill of Materials
application and the Print Works Orders document type before entering the parameter number of
the document required. When the document mask is displayed on screen select the Parameters
option from the main toolbar to display the first screen of parameters. The new option has been
added to parameter screen 10 Order Detail Items to be Printed – use the ACTION button to move
to this parameter screen.
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Print if no Details – set to allow print of the works order document when no details, or only
‘description-only’ entries, have been added to the works order.

Batch Updates
Omit Exclusive File Locks on DFD Import
When running the batch import processes within the Sales, Purchase, Stock and Job Costing Batch
Update Accessories the system requires an exclusive file lock on the main application files. New in
Release 6.5 if importing from a DFD file and flagging back to show the import record has been
updated the system will allow the use of record locking against the main application databases.

Installation
Batch Update Installation Details
A new parameter has been added to the Optional Features settings within the four batch update
configuration options. To update the settings select the Utility Programs option from the main
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menu before selecting the appropriate Batch Update definition. Select the Installation Details
option and then Optional Features to set the ‘omit exclusive locks’ parameter.

Lock Records as Required – set to omit exclusive file locks on the application databases and the
import database and apply record locks instead. Note this option is only applicable when using a
DFD import file and marking input transactions as updated.
In addition to the options for all four updates for record locking on the main import file the sales
and purchase batch updates include options for record locking when creating/updating account
records.
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Lock Records as Required – set to lock account records if importing updated account details. Note
unlike the transaction import the system will require an exclusive record lock on the account
record to update.
Input Item Number for Updated – flag item (required) on the import file to mark record as
updated if successfully updated to the account file.

Alternate Allocation Match Option
When importing sales ledger or purchase ledger payment transactions the option exists for the
imported payment transaction to record a reference which, if matched to a sales / purchase
invoice reference, will automatically allocate the payment against the invoice. The new feature
allows you to nominate an alternate data item on the sales / purchase ledger invoice record to be
matched against instead of the invoice reference.
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Installation
Batch Update Configuration
A new parameter has been added to the Optional Features of the Batch Update configuration. To
update select Utility Programs from the main menu followed by Sales Ledger Batch Update and
then Installation Details. Select the update definition required, confirm the title and then select
Optional Features.

Payment alloc reference item on pay-trans – existing option asking you to reference the data item
on the imported payment transaction that contains the reference to be matched against the
invoice/credit.
Item to match on inv – this new option asks you to reference the data item on the invoice
transaction that contains the reference to be matched for allocation. If left as ‘0’ then the usual
invoice reference match applies.
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Accept Forward Period Dates on Automatic Imports
The Datafile Accounting Calendar has a defined number of periods within the financial year and
the sales, purchase and (optionally) the stock and job costing applications restrict transactions to
dates entered within that period and the next period. The Sales and Purchase Batch Update
processes use the run date of the update as a guide to whether the transactions imported are
current period transactions or forward (regardless of date in actual import) and, if processed on an
automatic run procedure, will automatically accept the forward date for processing without user
intervention. The Stock and Job Costing Batch Updates, however, have always paused the
automatic run and asked the operator to confirm whether transactions are to be posted in the
forward period or not.
New in Release 6.5 an additional parameter has been added to the Stock and Job Costing Batch
Update definitions to automatically accept a process/run date in the forward period.

Notes
This option only applies when the batch update is run as part of an automatic process
(i.e. the batch update definition is called using parameter of 100nA)
Where the run date is before the start of the current period the system will process
transactions as at the current period. Where the run date is in the forward period the
system will process transactions as at the forward period.
If the run date is after the forward period then an auto-run process will exit
automatically and continue with any chained processes (if part of a ProFiler Automatic
menu), return to the menu (if called from within Datafile) or exit out of the system (if
called from a RUN file).

Installation
Batch Update Configuration
A new parameter has been added to the Optional Features of the Batch Update configuration for
Stock and Job Costing. To update select Utility Programs from the main menu followed by Sales
Ledger Batch Update and then Installation Details. Select the update definition required, confirm
the title and then select Optional Features. For Stock Batch Update the additional parameter is at
the foot of screen 2, for Job Costing Batch Update it is at the foot of screen 1.
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Auto-accept date in next or previous period – set so that if batch update run in automatic mode
the system will auto accept the run date without confirmation.
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Chapter 3
System Features
General Application Options
F4-Search – Default Item

Diamond and Premier

When you press <F4-Select> the system defaults to the first search item (the prime index); if the
operator switches the search to one of the secondary index or extra selection items then the
system defaults to the same index/selection item for subsequent searches in this session and for
other databases (if the next database doesn’t have an equivalent index / search item the system
reverts to the first search item).
New in Release 6.5 is the ability to set a default focus item for the F4-Select search for the main
application lookups. Within the Select Key Definition new options have been added for each of
the databases to be able to set a default focus item.
To update the select key definition select Installation from the main menu followed by
Application Manager and then Select Key Definition before selecting the application required.
Each application allows you to set the F4-list items, the sort items and (now) the default focus item
for each of the main company databases used within that application.
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F4 Focus Item – select the F4 search item to focus on when the user presses <F4-Select> on the
selected database within this application. To set for the prime-index set to ‘1’, for the secondary
indexes set to ‘2’ or ‘3’, and for the extra selection items (Premier only) set to ‘4’ through ‘9’. You
can see the index/extra selection items configured for the current database by pressing the <F7Option> key.

Notes
A <F4-Select> lookup where no default focus item is defined (or where the facility is not
available) will continue to default to the last search item used or revert to the first
search item if the last search item isn’t appropriate.
The SOP/POP configuration option for default focus to a secondary index item on stock
lookup will override, if set, the default focus item set within the select key definition for
the stock file within the Order Processing definitions.
This option is not applicable where <F4-Select> is configured to show an initial list
within the CONFIG User Preferences settings. Where set to use the <Shift>+<F4>
settings by default then the system continues to remember previous searches on
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continuous use but will use the default where no previous search is recorded this
session.

F8-Zoom – Allow Other Searches and Enquiries
The Ledger Enquiry allows you to perform enquires against any of the main application databases.
When updating or viewing records within the main applications the <F8-Zoom> allows you to
transfer to the Ledger Enquiry for the current application but you were restricted to enquiring on
just that record / application without exiting and then accessing the Ledger Enquiry. From Release
6.5 this restriction has been removed and you can now enquire upon other records within the
current enquiry and swap to enquire upon other applications.

Installation
This option is available immediately on update to Release 6.5 but note this option is only available
where configured for ‘new-style’ Ledger Enquiries with the R60LOOK=TRUE (or R65LOOK=TRUE)
entry set within the DATAFILE.INI file.
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Application Utilities Panel – Allow Scans
Enquiry

Diamond and Premier

Within the Ledger Enquiry the CRM panel allows the ability to create new and view existing
scanned files for the enquiry record. This facility has now also been added to the Utilities panel
with the application maintenance screens (where this facility is available).

Selecting the SCANS option lists any existing scans against the application record and allows for
the creation of new scan files as per the existing Ledger Enquiry facility. Access to the SCANS
option is controlled by the same settings as the Ledger Enquiry and is configured via the Ledger
Enquiry Manager.

Installation
No additional configuration is required for this option provided the R60LOOK=TRUE (or
supplementary R65LOOK=TRUE entry for this release) is set within the DATAFILE.INI. Note that
the gap between the links in the Utilities and Enquiry panel has been slightly reduced so users who
have set a BUTTONFONTS= entry within the DATAFILE.INI may need to reduce the font size if links
overlap.
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Ledger Enquiry – Additional CRM Categories
The CRM panel within the Ledger Enquiry allows links to record Word documents, Notes, Scans,
and Emails against the application enquiry record. Users have requested additional options to
store the likes of spreadsheet documents for supplier price lists, PDF files for product specification
and audio files for quote acceptances against the enquiry. Whilst you could store these files
generically via the Links option Release 6.5 allows the facility to define up to five additional CRM
links for use in the Ledger Enquiry.

The links are defined via the DATAFILE.INI and are system-wide—applying cross-company to all the
enquiries. On the enquiry screen above new facilities have been added to link Excel, PDF and
Audio files to the enquiry record but you could include options such as publisher files or images
instead of the examples here.
Selecting one of the links against an enquiry record lists any existing files for the selected type and
allows options similar to that within the other link actions such as scans.
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You can create new files (for selected types), you can also open, delete, print or rename files. The
Copy function allows you to open an explorer window and browse to pick up a file from another
location and copy to the enquiry.

Installation
DATAFILE.INI
These options are available via amendments to the DATAFILE.INI. The INI file is usually located in
the main DFWIN (or DF) folder for your system and can be edited with any text editor.
If you add the line with the format:
F10=(Title,file suffix,file suffix),(Title,file suffix)
for example
F10=(Excel Files,XLS,XLSX),(PDF Files,PDF),(Audio Files,MP3,WAV)
defines three additional CRM categories for Excel Spreadsheets, PDF Files and Audio Files and
defines the file suffixes applicable to be listed in that category. Up to five titles can be defined.
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Document Design Image Display Properties
When adding a jpeg or bitmap image to a document layout the system sizes the image based on
the screen dpi and the height/width of the image. This can result, with small logos, an unclear
image as it has to be shrunk in size using a third party program. If the same image is inserted into
(say) a Microsoft Word document then the image can display smaller as it uses the image dpi to
size the display. Now, in Release 6.5, when an image is inserted into a document design the
system will prompt whether to use the image dpi in preference to existing sizing.

Use Image DPI – set to size the image based on the dpi of the image itself rather than the screen.

General System and Database Tools
F4 Search – Default Search Method
When you press <F4-Select> the system allows you to enter search filters based on the primeindex of the database, any set secondary indexes on the database and, if Premier, any set extra
search items. For example if searching on the Sales Accounts database you can enter account
code, account name and possibly telephone numbers and/or contact names.
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When searching on a secondary index or extra selection item then the search is usually in
‘contains’ mode where if the search text exists anywhere in the selected item the record is listed
for selection. If you want to list only records where the selected item starts with the entered
search text you could press the <F7-Option> key within the search screen to swap to ‘starts with’
searches but this only applies as a one-time setting and reverts to contains searches on next
search. In addition you can globally switch the search items to ‘starts with’ mode via the CONFIG
sign-on User Preferences parameter screen so that searches are always in ‘starts with’ mode
except if use the <F7-Option> key to swap to ‘contains’ search for the current search.
New options have been added to the database structure settings to enable the system to set a
default search method per database selection item.

Against each Extra Selection Item and for secondary index items extra prompts have been added
for the F4-Search Default where can leave blank to apply the global default setting or can set
specifically to ‘S’ for Starts With searches or ‘C’ for contains searches.
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Notes
Prime-Index searches are always in starts with mode.
The ‘Fast Indexes’ option sets the search mode to ‘starts with’ regardless of global / or
item search method. Generally Fast Indexes should always be OFF as this is a ProFiler
specific option.

Help Bubble Display Size
As you move around the applications the system can display a help bubble at certain points at the
bottom right of the screen showing additional information. This can range from displaying the last
account selected for the current process (in this session) to additional explanatory text for the
parameter within the system profiles. Various users have commented that this display is quite
small on higher resolutions and for users with poorer eyesight. New in Release 6.5 is the option to
increase the display size of this help text.
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To increase the display size of the help bubble text use the mouse to focus on the help text and
click with the left mouse button – each click increases the display size by one point. To decrease
the size of the help text click the help bubble with the right mouse button.
Note that this option is applied to all users when the system is set to use the same font and size
for all users within the CONFIG sign-on ‘User Preferences’. If elect to change this setting to disable
the same font and size setting then it is recommended that you also set the option for ‘Location of
User D01’ in the same parameter screen. (‘.\’ is the usual response so the system creates a folder
per user for the DFWIN.D01 for each user off the working folder). If you don’t set the location
then the DFWIN.D01 is created within the C:\WINDOWS folder of the user pc and this can be
unavailable depending on security settings for the pc.

Save Email Attachments Separately
The Ledger Enquiry allows, when using Outlook as your mail client, the facility to send an email
from the enquiry record and save the email against the record for later review/enquiry. In
addition an add-in tool is available within Outlook to save any email against the enquiry record.
Where the email contains an attachment this file is included as part of the email message file
against the account record. This new feature, which is particularly useful when used in
conjunction with the additional CRM file category options, allows the attachments to be saved as
separate files against the application enquiry record.

Installation
DATAFILE.INI
The option to save email attachments as a separate file against the application enquiry record is
set via a parameter within the DATAFILE.INI. This file, usually held within the main Datafile folder
on the network, can be edited with any text editor. The command line to add is:
EMAILMODE=SAVEATTACHMENTS
Once set, then if any email that contains attachments is saved against an enquiry record then the
attachments will be saved as separate files.

Email Attachments – Create PDF Files in Main Report Folder
When a report or document is printed options are available, subject to system configuration, to
send the printed output to Microsoft Word / Microsoft Excel (or OpenOffice equivalents) and to
Email and PDF. If output to any of these options then by default the appropriate files are created
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in a folder based on the MSWORD= entry within the DATAFILE.INI. This contains folders for each
application company, then a REPORTS sub-folder and then a further sub-folder for each user
within this.
Options are already available so that word document and spreadsheet files are created in the
main REPORTS folder rather than the user sub-folder and this facility has now been extended to
PDF files – both those created as a result of sending the report/document to email and when print
directly to a PDF file.
Note however that whilst creating files in the main REPORTS folder has benefits when clearing
down these files it does mean that only one user at a time can print/access any individual report
to one of the print options at a time (i.e. two users can’t print the Aged Debtors report to PDF at
the same time).

Installation
DATAFILE.INI
To omit the user sub-folder from the pathname for the created PDF files a new option is available
within the DATAFILE.INI. This file, usually held in the main DFWIN folder for the system, can be
edited with a text editor such as WordPad or Notepad and can now include additional commands
to create files in the main report folder.
If using Outlook and you already have a OUTLOOKMODE= entry within the DATAFILE.INI you can
append NOUSERPATH to this entry, for example
OUTLOOKMODE=2007,BODY,NOUSERPATH
Alternatively if don’t have this setting or using another email client you can add the entry
EMAILMODE=NOUSERPATH
Note - to omit the user sub-folder for text and spreadsheet documents you can add the
NOUSERPATH modifier to the WORDMODE and EXCELMODE entries. Also note that the 2007
modifier on the OUTLOOKMODE entry above enables the search functions for the body of the
email (rather than just the subject) which is available on Outlook 2007 versions and higher; the
BODY modifier sets to search to include the body of email by default.
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Reprint Options when Report to Screen
If print a report to screen then options were available for subsequent reprint to printer, PDF or
email but you couldn’t re-print the report to the spooler or to Word (Text Document if
OpenOffice) or Excel (Spreadsheet). From Release 6.5 a new print option is available for reports
printed in the ‘new style’ that will allow reprint of the report to these devices.

If elect to print the report to a print device, email or PDF file then the system will output the
report ‘as is’. If select to print to the Disk Spooler, Word or Excel then due to the differing formats
of output required the system will re-run the report with the same selection criteria and
parameter settings and print to the selected device.

Note
Whilst ProFiler and Report Generator reports allow the PRINT option the output
devices are restricted to a print device, email or PDF as previously and does not
support the option to re-run the report for output to Word / Excel or Disk Spooler.
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Installation
No set-up changes are required for this feature; the PRINT button is available for screened ‘newstyle’ reports immediately on program update.

Desktop Tools
Desktop Database Tools – Additional F4-Select Options
Earlier releases introduced the facility to sort by default the records displayed from an <F4-Select>
search based on one of the columns displayed, whilst this release adds the facility to default to a
set search item. From Release 6.5 the Desktop Database options ‘Databases on Desktop’, ‘Forms
on Desktop’ and the (Premier only) ‘Database Plus on Desktop’ configuration options have been
updated to include both of these facilities.

Installation
Desktop Database Configuration
The <F4-Select> display for the Desktop Database options are configured through the Desktop
Tool options. To update the tools select Database Systems from the main menu followed by
Datafiler Database Utilities and then Desktop Tools Definition. Select the required list option
from the menus Databases on Desktop Definition, Forms on Desktop Definition and Database
Plus Definition before selecting the option database definition from the list. Confirm any
authority settings for the database before selecting the UPDATE button and select the Screen
Action / Options parameter screen. The new F4-Select configuration options are available on the
second screen of parameters.
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Auto-Sort Column – select which of the data items above the search results within <F4> are to be
sorted in. The column number corresponds to the entry numbers 1-10. Setting this option
overrides the LIFO sequence parameter available on this screen.
Auto-Sort Descending – if a sort item is set then setting this parameter processes the sort in
descending rather than ascending order.
F4-Focus – when you press F4-Select you can search based on the prime-index of the database,
any set secondary indexes and (if Premier) any set extra selection items. Set the focus item to ‘1’
to default the search to the prime-index, to ‘2’ or ‘3’ for any set secondary indexes, and ‘4’
through to ‘9’ for any of the extra selection items. Pressing the <F7-Option> key on this item
allows you to view the set secondary indexes and extra selection items for the current database.

User Help Notes
On the Help pull-down menu off the main Datafile toolbar the system allows the facility for Help
Manuals and User Help Manuals. The Help Manuals option lists any PDF files, including the
Datafile supplied manuals together with any of your own PDF files, within the HELP folder for the
system. The User Help Manuals option, introduced in Release 6.4, allows the system to be
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configured to allow access to a defined list of help files created by/on behalf of the user (either
documents or PDF files - see 6.4 Supplement for more details).
Release 6.5 adds a new option to the Help pull-down for ‘User Help Notes’. This option opens an
explorer window of the HELP folder for the system and lists any word documents (MSWord or
OpenOffice) documents within this folder allowing the operator to select the file to open. Users
can also enter a new filename at the prompt within the explorer window to create a new
document.

Installation
This feature is available immediately on program update; no additional configuration options are
required.

Send Email Support Query
The Help pull-down option on the main toolbar includes functions for Reseller Website and
Reseller Email which are available, subject to configuration settings, to allow the operator to
access the reseller website and or send an email to the reseller.
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With the flexibility of the Datafile Software system it can sometimes be difficult to assess a user
query in connection with how their system is configured. As such a new function has been added
‘Query to Reseller’ which creates an email to the reseller but includes, as an attachment, a jpg of
the current Datafile screen giving the reseller support agent additional information to place the
users query in context.

NB: The email attachment name is created on the basis of the company id and the entry number
of the current user in the list of user-ids.

Installation
This option is available immediately on update to Release 6.5. The ‘To’ address is defaulted based
on the EMAIL= entry within the DATAFILE.INI if set, if this not recorded then the option is still
available but doesn’t default the ‘To’ address.
Note that the ‘Reseller Website’ option discussed above is only active where
WEBSITE=www.websitehere.com (replaced with the reseller’s website!) is set within the
DATAFILE.INI. The option ‘Reseller Email’ is active when EMAIL=email address is set within the
DATAFILE.INI file.
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Copy Screen Region to Clipboard
Available from the Window pull-down menu on the main Datafile toolbar are two routines which
allow you to copy the current Datafile screen to the operating system clipboard, one option allows
you to save this screen to the clipboard and the second allows you to save the screen to a jpeg or
bitmap file. These utilities can be useful when building up help notes for other users on your
Datafile system or when raising a query on the system to your Datafile support agent.
Both of these options save the entire screen area to the clipboard which can make your
notes/query less clear at times on the more complex screen options. This new feature adds an
additional option of ‘Copy Region to Clipboard’ which allows the selection of a region of the screen
to be saved to the clipboard and then pasted into your help notes or email query.

Selecting the ‘Copy Region to Clipboard’ takes a picture of the full Datafile screen and you can
then use the mouse to highlight a box area within the screen before pressing the <F7-Option> key
to save that area of the screen to the clipboard and return to the main Datafile screen.
Once the region has been copied to the clipboard you can use the paste (CTRL+V) routines in your
document or email message (for example).
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Chapter 4
ProFiler
ProFiler Application Definition
Screen Actions – Additional F4-Select Options
Earlier releases introduced the facility to sort by default the records displayed from an <F4-Select>
search based on one of the columns displayed, whilst this release adds the facility to default to a
set search item within the general applications. For Release 6.5 the ProFiler Data File Profiles
configuration options for <F4-Select> against the application databases have been updated to
include both of these facilities.

Installation
ProFiler Configuration
The <F4-Select> display for the main ProFiler databases options are configured through the Data
File Profiles. To update the profiles select Database Systems from the main menu followed by
ProFiler Application Definition and then Data File Profiles / File Links. Select the required
application to update before selecting the database to update. The new F4-Select configuration
options are available on the initial screen of parameters.
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Sort Col – select which of the data items above the search results within <F4> are to be sorted in.
The column number corresponds to the pick item entry numbers 1-10. Setting this option
overrides the LIFO sequence parameter available on this screen.
Descend – if a sort item is set then setting this parameter processes the sort in descending rather
than ascending order.
F4-Focus – when you press F4-Select you can search based on the prime-index of the database,
any set secondary indexes and (if Premier) any set extra selection items. Set the focus item to ‘1’
to default the search to the prime-index, to ‘2’ or ‘3’ for any set secondary indexes, and ‘4’
through to ‘9’ for any of the extra selection items. Pressing the <F7-Option> key on this item
allows you to view the set secondary indexes and extra selection items for the current database.
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User-Defined Reports – Output to File / Increased Pathname Size
User-Defined Reports can be configured to create an output file rather than a printed report.
These files are often used as the source for BACS payment entries for upload to your bank account
for payroll and supplier payments. Previous to this release the system limited the size of the
pathname allowed for the output file to 40 characters in length, with this release the maximum
size allowed is doubled to 80 characters.

